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Abstract
This thesis proposes a comprehensive framework that allows analysis of preference-
sensitive well-being and inequality. It draws together complementary aspects of at-
tempts to operationalise a more inclusive and multidimensional definition of well-being,
through subjective well-being measurement, social welfare theory, and multidimensional
indices of well-being and inequality. Theoretical proposals and empirical strategies are
put forward, with illustrations using data from the British Household Panel Survey.
Chapter 1 examines the underlying structure of subjective well-being, and the re-
lationship between these subjective components of well-being and commonly targeted
objective well-being indicators. A key finding is that subjective well-being follows a
time-consistent dual structure of underlying ‘life satisfaction’ and ‘emotional well-being’
components. Additionally, the ‘life satisfaction’ component appears more strongly as-
sociated than the ‘emotional well-being’ component to changes in objective indicators
of well-being.
The ‘preference index approach’, the central proposal of the thesis, is introduced
in Chapter 2. Preference comparisons are inspected at the individual and subgroup
level, and a preference-sensitive index of multidimensional well-being is proposed. The
chapter then uses the results of Chapter 1 to support the use of longitudinal life satisfac-
tion regression to estimate the heterogeneous preferences between objective dimensions
of life.
Chapter 3 illustrates the properties of the preference index approach in terms of
multidimensional inequality analysis. The main contribution is the incorporation of
preference inequality as well as distributional inequality, and the ability to quantify
their interdependent contributions to overall inequality in multidimensional well-being.
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Introduction
The twenty-first century has seen large portions of the developed and developing world
attain ever higher per capita incomes and living standards, according to traditional
measures. At the same time, however, concern has grown around inequality, social
exclusion, levels of personal satisfaction and emotional health. An illustrative, but
by no means isolated, example of this incongruity is Egypt’s experience leading to and
after the Arab Spring. While per capita GDP grew from 2006-2012 (World Bank, 2016)
uninhibited by the social and political turmoil, data on reported life satisfaction from
the Gallup World Poll told an altogether di erent story – the proportion of Egypt’s
population reporting a positive outlook on life1 fell year-on-year from almost 30% to
under 10% in the same period.
The spotlight within research on well-being and living standards has noticeably
shifted in response to these concerns, away from a traditionally unidimensional focus
on mean incomes and towards more inclusive and multidimensional definitions of well-
being. Although the idea of well-being as a multidimensional concept is not new, having
been advocated several decades ago by Sen (1985, 1993), Stewart (1985) and Nussbaum
(2000) among many others, it has recently grown in prominence and popularity. This
has owed much to the high-profile Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission report of 2008,
the establishment of the OECD’s Your Better Life Index (2013) and the independent
initiatives of several governments to incorporate subjective and multidimensional well-
being into their national accounts (the UK, Canada and Bhutan, for example).
Among economists, the most well-known conceptualisation of multidimensional
well-being is Sen’s capability approach (Sen, 1985), according to which an individu-
als’s capabilities reflect the combinations of functionings that she can attain. Sen
1Defined as those giving responses of 7+ when asked to rate views of their present life situation and
8+ for the next five years on a 10-point scale.
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defines functionings as “the things that he or she manages to do or be in leading a
life” (Sen, 1999, p. 31), and multidimensional well-being is measured in terms of an
individual’s capability to attain these valuable functionings. At a practical level, the
capability approach is often associated with the UNDP Human Development Index
(HDI) – an example of a composite index, comprised of population-level indicators of
health, education and income. Despite the many criticisms levelled at the HDI since its
original conception in 1990 and revised form in 2010 (in particular see McGillivray and
White (1993); Noorbakhsh (1998); Sagar and Najam (1998); Ravallion (2011, 2012)),
it is still by far the most famous and widely cited composite index of multidimensional
well-being and is used extensively in policy and research.2 As an application of the cap-
ability approach, however, the HDI has been criticised as being “a pale reflection of the
general and ambitious methodology proposed by the capability perspective” (Fleurbaey
and Blanchet, 2013, p. xiv).
More broadly, objections have been raised against the composite index approach in
general. One objection is that such measures reflect only average population perform-
ance, without revealing anything about more detailed inequalities among individuals.
Indeed a vast majority of composite indices of well-being that have been proposed
simply add up population-level average indicators (Yang, 2014), which fails to di er-
entiate between groups of individuals with cumulative disadvantages concentrated in
multiple dimensions of well-being, such as poor health, low income, lack of education
etc., and groups for whom disadvantages are spread over individuals more sparsely.
Data limitations can make such information about joint attainments in multiple di-
mensions di cult to obtain. However, the theory underpinning composite indices often
fails to consider this issue at all, reflecting a more fundamental weakness. To overcome
this weakness, a method must be used that first summarises individual situations be-
fore aggregating to the population level, whereas the overwhelming approach in the
literature on composite indices is to first aggregate by taking population averages in
each dimension and then sum these population-level averages. Following from this,
another objection is that there is no clear theoretical framework for how to aggregate
dimensions at this population level. As a consequence, the implied trade-o s resulting
2At the time of writing, a Google search of “Human Development Index” returns over 1,800,000
results. In comparison, “index of well-being” and “well-being index” jointly return 483,000 results, and
“multidimensional well-being” returns just 6,040 results. The same searches on Google Scholar return
similar proportions of results for each.
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from such measures are accused of being arbitrary and may not in fact represent the
priorities of anyone in the population.
Despite the theoretical weaknesses, the development of new composite indices of
social performance has proliferated in recent years. Bandura (2006) provides a compre-
hensive inventory of over 400 country-level indices covering a range of socio-economic
themes. A more recent inventory by the UNDP (Yang, 2014) details 101 international
composite measures of well-being and social performance. This proliferation has in
part been facilitated by improved data resources, and has led to new research priorities
incorporating population heterogeneity and non-income dimensions of well-being that
contribute to quality of life. With this has come doubt on the reliability and relevance
of data on average economic outcomes.
At the same time as the explosion in multidimensional measures of objective per-
formance, there has been increasing interest in using subjective well-being (SWB) to
assess social performance (Diener, 1994; Helliwell, 2003; Layard, 2005; Conceição and
Bandura, 2008; Diener et al., 2009; Graham, 2011; MacKerron, 2012). Proponents of
SWB argue that direct measures of ‘happiness’ should be used as a barometer of social
progress. The argument goes that happiness is the ultimate goal that individuals and
societies strive for, and such measures are therefore a catch-all for everything that mul-
tidimensional measures of well-being attempt to aggregate, whilst avoiding the thorny
issues surrounding conceptual and mathematical construction that the latter approach
entails. On the other hand, however, raw SWB scores come with a di erent set of prob-
lems. The known e ects of adaptation to di erent circumstances and di erent tastes
are not reflected in such measures – recognised by Sen (1985) as “physical condition
neglect”. Recent developments in the study of SWB covariates has meant that there
is now a method that attempts to correct for this omission (Ferrer-i Carbonell and
Frijters, 2004), and indeed such a method is incorporated in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
The decision to correct for such adaptation and tastes in fact exactly implies taking a
more objective, resource-based perspective on measuring well-being. As such, the ap-
proach to well-being measurement developed in this thesis is compatible with the aim of
SWB research to unpack the components of a good life. The key di erence is that while
SWB advocators take evidence of links between life satisfaction and these components
as supporting SWB as a direct measure of performance, the perspective taken here is
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that a measure based on the objective components themselves can provide fairer inter-
personal comparisons, which is essential for such a performance measure. The problem
of physical condition neglect can be explicitly corrected for by taking this approach,
while still providing scope for subjective information to be incorporated by way of the
aggregation procedure and weighting structure of the final measure. This alternative
approach o ers a way for the SWB approach to inform the more resource-based ap-
proach associated with Sen (1999) which places emphasis on objective attainments, and
lies at the heart of this thesis.
With the exception of broad surveys of well-being measurement,3 research in SWB,
composite indices and multidimensional inequality have tended to evolve as somewhat
separate areas, with specific proposals within each area often made in isolation of the
context of the others. This thesis draws together important aspects of each of these
areas, with the view that designing a widely accepted measure of well-being requires
issues across disciplines to be addressed in a complementary way. The combination of
interdisciplinary techniques and perspectives in the following chapters is a product of
this view.
Thesis structure
In Chapter 1, the concept and structure of SWB is first empirically investigated. Since
SWB is central to the chosen implementation of the ‘preference index approach’ in-
troduced and developed in Chapters 2 and 3, it is crucial to test the structure of the
SWB concept and its relevance to designing the proposed index. In economic studies
involving SWB, it is often taken as given that the structure of the underlying com-
ponents of SWB are fixed over time, and that two components of SWB in particular –
‘life satisfaction’ and ‘a ect’, or ‘emotional well-being’ – are consistently defined such
that they may be used unambiguously in further analysis. A prominent example of
such a perspective is the World Happiness Report (Helliwell et al., 2015). This may be
due, at least in part, to the increasing availability of micro and macro level datasets
that incorporate single-item indicators of SWB, along with the other socio-economic
variables of interest to the analyst. On the other hand, the psychology literature tends
3Fleurbaey and Blanchet (2013) provide such a survey with an explicit and comprehensive discussion
of the overarching theoretical connections between di erent approaches.
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to delve further into the composition of the di erent components of SWB (Diener et al.,
1999), requiring more specialised multi-item survey instruments. In Chapter 1, exactly
such a multi-item instrument is exploited using the British Household Panel Survey
(BHPS), which o ers response data for several emotional and satisfaction variables in
di erent domains at the individual level and over time. If SWB is to be used to incor-
porate subjective preferences into a multidimensional measure of well-being, then it is
important that the chosen SWB indicator does in fact measure the same phenomenon
over time. The first contribution of this chapter is therefore to investigate the compos-
ition of SWB in terms of underlying items and latent components, and whether this
composition remains consistent over time. The findings of the chapter indicate that
this is the case to a suitable degree, an encouraging result that allows progress on to
further analysis using SWB in a longitudinal context, which is required in Chapter 2.
The second contribution of Chapter 1 is an investigation into the links between latent
components of SWB and objective dimensions of life (health, education and income).
This investigation uses structural equation modelling to examine the responsiveness
of the latent ‘life satisfaction’ and ‘emotional well-being’ components of SWB to the
objective indicators. The ‘life satisfaction’ component of SWB is found to be more
responsive than the ‘emotional well-being’ component to attainment in the objective
indicators examined, supporting the use of life satisfaction response data to uncover the
implicit preferences of individuals between objective dimensions of life. These objective
indicators have not been collectively studied alongside the latent longitudinal structure
of SWB in this way before.
The ‘preference index approach’, the central proposal of this thesis, is introduced
in Chapter 2. Whereas the analyses in Chapter 1 are conducted at the population
average level, Chapter 2 goes further to inspect preference patterns at the individual
and subgroup level, and proposes a framework to use these preferences in order to
design a preference-sensitive index of multidimensional well-being. The chapter uses
the invariance results of Chapter 1 to support the use of longitudinal life satisfaction
regression to estimate preferences between dimensions of life. It is argued, using the-
ory proposed according to the ‘equivalence approach’ (Pazner and Schmeidler, 1978;
Fleurbaey and Maniquet, 2011), that these preferences can be used to characterise a
measure of multidimensional well-being that reflects interpersonal preference hetero-
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geneities whilst being interpersonally comparable. This proposed ‘preference index’ is
described axiomatically and empirically illustrated in further analysis using the BHPS
data. This includes estimating the preferences of individuals separated according to
age group and education level, and an initially unexpected finding of weaker precedence
of the health dimension within older groups compared to younger groups. Another key
result is the strong prioritisation of good health across all preference types, compared to
relatively weak preferences for income. It is shown that the picture of well-being in the
UK is quite di erent if preference heterogeneity is taken into account, compared to the
picture painted by solely income or SWB, or by standard multidimensional measures.
The ‘preference index’ proposal challenges the popular practice of assuming existence
of a readily available cardinal measure of well-being, identically specified across in-
dividuals. It also challenges the popular practice in composite index approaches of
using population averages to seek an aggregate assessment over the population. In
these respects, the theoretical framework proposed and empirical operationalisation
of a preference-sensitive multidimensional well-being index, as in Chapter 2, are new
contributions.
Chapter 3 elaborates the properties of the preference index approach in terms of
multidimensional inequality analysis that integrates preference heterogeneities. The
incorporation of distributional inequality as well as preference inequality, and the abil-
ity to quantify these in an overall multidimensional analysis framework is highlighted
as the main contribution of this chapter. The approach is presented in the context of
existing multidimensional concepts, for example in relation to sensitivity to cumulative
deprivations, inequality aversion, and conventionally proposed properties of multidi-
mensional inequality indices. Given the importance of being able to break down in-
equality into its contributing influences, it is demonstrated that decomposition analysis
can be performed using the preference index measure to break down the contributions
to inequality by subgroup and by preference-sensitive dimension contributions. These
two forms of decomposition are developed from proposals suggested by Lasso de la
Vega and Urrutia (2005) and Shorrocks (2013) respectively. Empirically, it is shown
that the new tools proposed can provide insights into the composition and evolution
of multidimensional inequality, including dimension and preference interrelationships,
that existing approaches cannot o er. Health inequality is found to be the major
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dimension contributor to preference-sensitive inequality, partly explaining the lower
preference-sensitive inequality among the young and well-educated (who are generally
quite healthy). Education inequality among the well-educated proves not to matter
so much for preference-sensitive inequality in this group, whereas education inequality
among the less educated matters notably more in this respect. Interestingly, diversity in
preferences themselves outweighs inequality in incomes in terms of their contributions
to preference-sensitive inequality in the population overall. Overall preference-sensitive
inequality is shown to have slightly worsened over the 1996-2008 period analysed, with
such inequality between individuals in the same preference type outweighing that of
individuals between di erent preference types. The evolution of this within-preference
inequality and between-preference inequality appears to have moved in opposing dir-
ections over the analysis period, with the evolution of overall preference-sensitive in-
equality appearing to be more a product of the changing distribution of dimension
attainments rather than shifts in the preference structure due to changing subgroup
population shares.
These analyses, along with the concrete theoretical proposals and surrounding issues
of the proposed preference index approach, will be discussed in detail in the following
chapters. First, if such an approach is to incorporate subjective preference information,
then a proper understanding of the relevant aspects of SWB needed to estimate these
subjective preferences is required; this is the subject of the first chapter.
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Chapter 1
On the structure of subjective
and objective well-being, using
data from the British Household
Panel Survey
1.1 Introduction
Since the establishment of the United Nations Human Development Report and its
accompanying Human Development Index in the 1990s, policy-makers have come to
take ever more seriously the need for alternative measures of human progress and
well-being other than economic growth. There have since been numerous attempts to
construct more encompassing measures of social and economic well-being by combining
di erent dimensions thought to influence quality of life. Such initiatives include the
UK’s proposal for a General Well-being Index, “Beyond GDP” measures launched by
a number of other countries, and the OECD’s Better Life Index, to name but a few.
The economics of well-being is a burgeoning field1 and, increasingly, interest is
not only limited to measuring material and objective aspects of well-being but also
subjective well-being (SWB). The concept of SWB is a broad one, and is concerned
with the “on-line” (Diener et al., 1999) psychological and emotional experience of events
1For a survey of the literature, see Boarini et al. (2006), as well as recent well-publicised contributions
from Helliwell et al. (2015), Graham (2011) and Layard (2005) among others.
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that occur in life, as well as the satisfaction and meaningfulness gained from domains
of life overall. These various elements of SWB are often classified into ‘a ect’, ‘life
satisfaction’ and ‘eudaimonia’ (OECD, 2013b). The precise boundaries, however, are
sometimes blurred and in practice subject to data limitations. In particular, the idea of
eudaimonia – the good psychological state of deeming one’s life to be meaningful – has
proved especially problematic in applied contexts, with relatively little evidence on the
reliability of eudaimonic measures (OECD, 2013b). Developing a line of literature from
Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965) and Andrews and Withey (1976), Lucas et al. (1996)
proposed a structure for SWB involving only an ‘a ective’ and ‘cognitive’ component –
the a ective component composed separately of both positive and negative emotional
states, and the cognitive component concerning the evaluation of satisfaction in various
domains of life. These correspond respectively to the ‘a ect’ and ‘life satisfaction’
elements of SWB, dispensing with the more nebulous notion of ‘eudaimonia’. For the
reasons just stated, this more practical two-element notion of SWB is preferred here.
Note, however, that although a distinction is often made between ‘positive a ect’ and
‘negative a ect’, the findings in this chapter do not find a demarcation between these
two aspects of ‘a ect’. Therefore, references to the dual structure for SWB pertain to
‘a ect’ as a single component and ‘life satisfaction’ as the other. As Diener et al. (1999)
remark, “the degree of independence between momentary pleasant and unpleasant a ect
is still debated”.
The contribution of this chapter is two-fold. First, an empirical examination of
the existence and time-consistency of this dual SWB structure is presented, that is,
its constitution of ‘a ect’ (or ‘emotional well-being’) and ‘life satisfaction’ components.
This examination uses factor analysis of data from the British Household Panel Survey
(BHPS), with SWB as the latent construct of interest. To gain an understanding of
whether its constitution remains constant over time, longitudinal factor invariance of
the latent SWB construct is evaluated under varying degrees of strictness. The finding
is that factor invariance does hold to a certain degree, to the extent that the strength of
associations between the factors is consistent over time. In the second contribution, ob-
jective policy indicators (of health, education and income) are introduced to investigate
how these are linked to variation in the dual SWB construct. This investigation uses a
structural equation model (SEM) to examine the responsiveness of the ‘life satisfaction’
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and ‘emotional well-being’ components of SWB to the objective well-being indicators.
The finding here is that the ‘life satisfaction’ component of SWB generally appears to
be more responsive than the ‘emotional well-being’ component to attainment in the
objective indicators examined. This is consistent with broader findings in fragmented
parts of the literature, however there do not appear to be any studies that examine
these objective indicators collectively along with the latent longitudinal structure of
SWB.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 1.2 introduces the SWB
data and variables; the longitudinal factor analysis of SWB is presented in Section 1.3;
the objective well-being variables and SEM are presented and interpreted in Section
1.4; and Section 1.5 concludes.
1.2 Capturing subjective well-being
The use of self-reported surveys has proliferated in recent years in the field of well-
being economics, the rationale being that there is no-one better placed to judge one’s
well-being than the individual herself (Diener, 1994). Although there are valid criti-
cisms concerning the use of self-reported measures, such as contextual influences and
biases, research across large samples of individuals across countries and over time has
established that these have a limited impact on generally consistent patterns in the
determinants of SWB (Schimmack and Oishi, 2005; Graham, 2011).
The idea of SWB itself is defined by Veenhoven (1984) as the degree to which an
individual judges the overall quality of her life as a whole in a favourable way, with
the subjective element reflecting that social and economic environments do not, by
themselves, fully characterise quality of life (Diener and Suh, 1997). As discussed, this
chapter works with a modified form of the structure proposed by Lucas et al. (1996)
of a two-element SWB construct, involving on the one hand a cognitive component of
evaluating satisfaction in various domains of life, and on the other hand an a ective
component of emotional well-being. In attempts to capture and measure SWB, early
instruments for evaluation typically only used a single question (Albuquerque et al.,
2012). Developments in research over recent decades in the psychology of well-being
has led to improved multi-item instruments, allowing higher reliability and validity
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than is possible with a single item (Diener et al., 2009). The availability of multiple
indicators of a latent construct for each person is crucial to be able to estimate the
required structural equation models, and additionally the availability of these multiple
indicators over multiple time periods allows the longitudinal invariance of the SWB
construct to be tested.
1.2.1 UK data
The British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) is one such multi-item data resource,
containing in it questions about various aspects of respondents’ SWB. The BHPS is
a rich panel of SWB and socio-economic data at both individual and household level,
comprising 18 waves of observations from 1991 to 2008. Data from waves 6-18 (corres-
ponding to the years 1996-2008) are used, since SWB questions were not incorporated
in the waves prior to wave 6. Specifically comparisons are made for the six-year peri-
ods between waves 6, 12 and 18, in order to cover the whole range of the data whilst
maintaining a manageable degree of complexity for the longitudinal analyses. The final
dataset contains 151,721 observations over the whole period.
1.2.2 Subjective well-being questions
The analysis makes use of data extracted for the following items: Firstly, responses to
questions asking “have you recently. . .
• Felt that you were playing a useful part in things?
• Felt constantly under strain?
• Been able to enjoy your normal day-to-day activities?
• Been losing confidence in yourself?
• Been feeling reasonably happy, all things considered?”
All item responses are coded from 1 to 4, with lower scores indicating a more negative
response (i.e. feeling less useful, more under strain, enjoying activities less, losing con-
fidence more, feeling less happy) and higher scores indicating a more positive response.
Secondly, responses to questions asking respondents to indicate “how dissatisfied or
satisfied you are with the following aspects of your current situation:
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• Your health




• Your social life”
Item responses are again coded from low to high, with 1 indicating “not satisfied at
all”, and 7 indicating “completely satisfied”. To facilitate the comparison of model
parameters of items reported on di erent scales, items originally reported on the 1 to
7 scale are linearly rescaled to range from 1 to 4. The BHPS does also contain an item
on satisfaction with life overall, which is used in Chapter 2. However, it is excluded as
an item in the following factor analysis, since the purpose of this analysis is precisely
to test the multiple items for reliability of the overall underlying concept of satisfaction
measured. This would not be possible using the single overall satisfaction item. The
latent satisfaction factor that emerges from the subsequent analysis as one of the two
underlying components of subjective well-being is, however, correlated with the overall
satisfaction item to check for consistency between the two. This is presented at the end
of Section 1.3.2.
1.3 Factor analysis of latent well-being components
1.3.1 One-factor model for the satisfaction items
To begin the investigation into the structure of SWB, as a starting point the six sat-
isfaction items for health, household income, housing, partner, job and social life are
first examined cross-sectionally for wave 6. Analyses are restricted to respondents with
complete response data over the waves, since cross-sectional models are carried forward
to the longitudinal analysis. Following the recommendations of Costello and Osborne
(2005), maximum likelihood is used as the factor analysis extraction method, with
multiple test runs to check for possible meaningful factors and oblique rotation to aid
interpretation.
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Since the manifest items under examination are ordered categorical variables meas-
ured on Likert-type scales, ideally an approach that deals explicitly with ordinal data
in latent variable models should be used. For example, the item response function
approach is a generalisation of the logit or probit factor model for binary items to
the case of many ordered categories, and the underlying variable approach is factor
analysis using the polychoric correlation matrix – the correlation matrix between the
theorised normally distributed continuous latent variables underlying the observed or-
dinal variables. In applications where the number of categories is large for all items (six
or seven as a rule of thumb), the ordinal items are often treated as interval variables,
with standard linear factor models fitted using the Pearson’s correlations between these
“pseudo-continuous” items (Bartholomew et al., 2008). While this may not seriously
a ect the broad conclusions of the analysis, the estimates of factor loadings may be
biased. Since several of the items have only four categories, the underlying factor ap-
proach using the polychoric correlation matrices is compared alongside the standard
factor analysis model to check whether there is a substantive di erence between the
loadings.
Health Income House Partner Job Social
Health 1
Income 0.338 1
House 0.228 0.363 1
Partner 0.086 0.091 0.091 1
Job 0.236 0.210 0.005 0.211 1
Social 0.360 0.362 0.334 0.110 0.121 1
Table 1.1: Wave 6 Pearson’s correlation matrix for the satisfaction items
An inspection of the Pearson and polychoric correlation matrices given in Tables
1.1 and 1.2 reveal that all six items are indeed positively correlated with each other,
with slightly higher polychoric than Pearson’s correlations for all items. Recall that a
higher score for each item indicates that an individual feels more positively about her
own attainment in that item. Partner, however, has only weak correlations with the
other items in both correlation matrices, and for this reason it may be expected that
partner is unlikely to share any common factors. Job is also only weakly correlated
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Health Income House Partner Job Social
Health 1
Income 0.374 1
House 0.263 0.416 1
Partner 0.119 0.122 0.158 1
Job 0.272 0.249 0.016 0.247 1
Social 0.398 0.397 0.392 0.183 0.162 1
Table 1.2: Wave 6 polychoric correlation matrix for the satisfaction items
with house and social, and this may also have implications on the resulting model.
Preliminary testing of a two-factor and single-factor exploratory model was carried
out using maximum likelihood estimation for both the standard and polychoric correl-
ation matrices. The two-factor models resulted in Heywood cases, which occur when
the maximum likelihood estimation method converges to unique variance values that
are negative. This is an indication that these mdoels attempted to fit too many factors.
Consequently, a two-factor model was rejected and only the single-factor model results
are reported. The eigenvalue of the common factor is 1.438 and 1.661 for the standard
and polychoric models respectively. The factor loadings and uniquenesses are presented








Table 1.3: Factor loadings and unique variances for the single-factor exploratory
satisfaction model
With the exception of partner and to some extent job, the positive and large factor
loadings point to a conclusion that the common factor represents a general summary









Table 1.4: Factor loadings and unique variances for the polychoric exploratory
single-factor satisfaction model
neither item is informative in this single-factor model, and therefore both are dropped
from the satisfaction model in subsequent analyses. This is not a surprising result given
the initial observations from the correlation matrices.
Health Income House Partner Job Social
Health -0.000
Income -0.013 0.000
House -0.048 0.044 -0.000
Partner -0.017 -0.027 -0.001 -0.000
Job 0.084 0.033 -0.132 0.159 -0.000
Social 0.025 -0.024 0.032 -0.005 -0.047 0.000
Table 1.5: Correlation residuals for the polychoric single-factor satisfaction model
The item with the lowest uniqueness, or highest communality,2 and therefore best
represented by the common factor is income. House is least well-represented, though
the di erences in communality are not large. Since likelihood ratio tests are known to
be over-sensitive in the case of large sample sizes, model fit is determined by examining
residuals between observed and expected correlations, presented in Table 1.6. As a
widely used rule of thumb, correlation residuals with absolute values greater than 0.1
suggest that the model does not su ciently explain the corresponding sample correl-
ation (Kline, 2010, p. 171). By this measure, with the exception of two residuals for
job, which have been elected to be dropped in any case, the single-factor satisfaction
2The communality of a variable is the sum of the loadings of this variable on all factors in the model
(Rietveld and van Hout, 1993). The uniqueness is equal to 1 - communality.
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Health Income House Partner Job Social
Health -0.000
Income -0.006 0.000
House -0.055 0.051 -0.000
Partner -0.031 -0.050 0.014 -0.000
Job 0.091 0.041 -0.157 0.165 -0.000
Social 0.024 -0.032 0.034 0.015 -0.042 0.000
Table 1.6: Correlation residuals for the single-factor satisfaction model
model provides a satisfactory fit for the data.
1.3.2 Two-factor model for subjective well-being
Continuing with the analysis of wave 6, the exploratory analysis can now be expanded
to include items relating to the a ective aspects of SWB. Figure 1.1 represents the
two-factor exploratory model of interest with a path diagram. Standard path diagram
notation is used: rectangles represent observed variables x; ellipses represent latent vari-
ables ›; single-headed arrows represent hypothesised directional e ects of one variable
on another, such as factor loadings; and curved double-headed arrows represent undir-
ected relationships between independent variables, such as covariances or correlations.
Residual variances ” are a factor analytic term for the variances of observed variables
not explained by the factors, and can be considered special types of latent variable.
These are not placed in ellipses to aid representational clarity and are represented by
single-headed arrows pointing to endogenous variables.
Although the same comparisons were carried out between standard and polychoric
models for the two-factor SWB model as for the single-factor satisfaction model, for the
sake of brevity only the polychoric model results are reported since these explicitly take
into account the ordinal nature of the variables. The substantive conclusions produced
by both models turned out to be the same, though communalities and loadings were
generally larger under the polychoric model than the standard model, indicating that
the underlying factor model provides a stronger representation of these ordinal items
than the standard model.
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Figure 1.1: Path diagram of an exploratory model for SWB
Useful Relaxed Enjoy Confidence Happy Health Income House Social
Useful 1.000
Relaxed 0.198 1.000
Enjoy 0.427 0.494 1.000
Confidence 0.424 0.550 0.444 1.000
Happy 0.454 0.492 0.640 0.533 1.000
Health 0.246 0.306 0.325 0.356 0.286 1.000
Income 0.145 0.276 0.186 0.252 0.220 0.370 1.000
House 0.058 0.244 0.125 0.194 0.184 0.263 0.417 1.000
Social 0.209 0.370 0.308 0.353 0.319 0.403 0.398 0.395 1.000
Table 1.7: Polychoric correlation matrix for all SWB items
An inspection of Table 1.7 confirms that there are indeed positive correlations
between items, especially among the a ect items. Three-factor, two-factor and single-
factor models were tested, with the three-factor model being immediately rejected due
to a Heywood case, a model-fitting error indicating an attempt to fit too many common
factors. Between the two-factor and single-factor models, the two-factor model resulted
in lower Bayesian and Akaike Information Criterion values and smaller residual correl-
ations, indicating better model fit. The additional interpretive correspondence of the
two-factor model with the proposed dual SWB structure leads the two-factor model
to be retained over the single-factor model. The resulting eigenvalues for the first and
second common factors are 3.158 and 0.864 respectively.
The factor loadings presented in Table 1.8 are interpreted as the correlations between
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Factor 1 Factor 2 Uniqueness
Useful 0.509 -0.203 0.700
Relaxed 0.660 0.017 0.564
Enjoy 0.725 -0.256 0.409
Confidence 0.688 -0.050 0.525
Happy 0.771 -0.252 0.343
Health 0.505 0.261 0.677
Income 0.431 0.486 0.578
House 0.358 0.492 0.630
Social 0.550 0.380 0.554
Table 1.8: Factor loadings and unique variances for the polychoric two-factor SWB
model
the observed items and each respective latent common factor. It can be seen that all
items have moderately large positive loadings on the first factor, indicating a general
metric of SWB. The second factor seems to make the contrast between emotional well-
being and life satisfaction.
Other than one exception between relaxed and useful, the correlation residuals,
presented in Table 1.9, are smaller than 0.1 and indicate a satisfactory fit. The under-
lying structure can be further clarified by “rotating” the factors, in order to find an
optimal expression of the solution with a simple structure so that each item has a large
loading on one factor and very small loading on the other.
Table 1.10 details the resulting factor loadings from an oblique rotation, allow-
ing for correlation between the factors. Correlated factors are highly plausible in the
context of SWB, since it is intuitive that external conditions and cognitive mechan-
isms that determine emotional disposition would also influence an individual’s outlook
and satisfaction with life. The solutions quite clearly indicate that the items can be
interpreted as relating to two underlying SWB concepts – the emotional well-being
component modelled earlier, and a life satisfaction component. The simple structure
observed from the oblique rotation shows substantial correlation of 0.512 between these
two components, which confirms the intuition that day-to-day emotional well-being is
positively related to how a person evaluates satisfaction with life overall. Using these
factor loadings to explicitly construct variables for the two latent components, it is also
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Useful Relaxed Enjoy Confidence Happy Health Income House Social
Useful 0.000
Relaxed -0.135 0.000
Enjoy 0.006 0.020 0.000
Confidence 0.063 0.097 -0.067 0.000
Happy 0.010 -0.013 0.017 -0.010 0.000
Health 0.042 -0.032 0.026 0.022 -0.038 0.000
Income 0.024 -0.017 -0.002 -0.020 0.011 0.025 0.000
House -0.024 -0.001 -0.008 -0.027 0.032 -0.046 0.023 0.000
Social 0.006 0.001 0.008 -0.006 -0.009 0.026 -0.023 0.011 0.000
Table 1.9: Correlation residuals for the polychoric two-factor SWB model
Oblique rotation Initial solution
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 1 Factor 2
Useful 0.580 -0.070 0.509 -0.203
Relaxed 0.518 0.224 0.660 0.017
Enjoy 0.799 -0.063 0.725 -0.256
Confidence 0.596 0.157 0.688 -0.050
Happy 0.833 -0.044 0.771 -0.252
Health 0.188 0.449 0.505 0.261
Income -0.061 0.679 0.431 0.486
House -0.126 0.663 0.358 0.492
Social 0.124 0.596 0.550 0.380
Correlation 0.512 0
Table 1.10: Comparison of polychoric factor model results after oblique rotation
useful to check their correlations with the overall life satisfaction variable available
in the BHPS. The correlation between latent ‘emotional well-being’ and the BHPS
‘overall life satisfaction’ variable is 0.5798, and between latent ‘life satisfaction’ and the
BHPS ‘overall life satisfaction’ variable is 0.7213. Being measures of the same proposed
underlying concept, the stronger positive correlation between the latent and BHPS life
satisfaction variables is as one would expect, and supports the consistency of the BHPS
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overall life satisfaction variable, which is used in Chapter 2.
1.3.3 Two-factor measurement model and longitudinal factor invari-
ance
The conclusions obtained in Section 1.3.2 can now be used to fit a two-factor confirmat-
ory model of the two distinct ‘emotional well-being’ and ‘life satisfaction’ components,
with correlation allowed between the two factors. In contrast to the approach taken
in Section 1.3, constraints are now imposed so that factor loadings of the ‘emotional
well-being’ component on the life satisfaction items are zero, and similarly so that the
factor loadings of the ‘life satisfaction’ component on the emotional well-being items
are zero. The path diagram in Figure 1.2 provides a representation of the model to be
estimated. This confirmatory model will form the measurement part of the structural
equation model (SEM) to be introduced in Section 1.4, and the two latent components
of SWB will then become endogenous variables in the SEM.
Before investigating the SEM however, it will be additionally verified whether SWB,
as measured by the two-factor model, remains invariant in its structure over time. This
is possible since the dataset contains multiple item indicators of the latent construct
at each wave. In the case of only a indicator for each person at each wave, it would
be necessary to rely on the assumption that the single item reflects the same construct
over time. However since richer data are available, rather than assume that the model
holds in a longitudinal context, a test can be provided for the longitudinal invariance
of the latent two-factor SWB construct. If the construct can be shown to be invariant
over time, then stronger conclusions can be warranted (Widaman et al., 2010).
Figure 1.2: Path diagram of the SWB measurement model
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Hierarchy of invariance and invariance testing
The two-factor confirmatory model is shown in Fig 1.2, with five observed variables for
the emotional well-being component and four observed variables for the life satisfaction
component. This model is used to measure the well-being construct on each of three
occasions to span the period of data available, namely waves 6, 12 and 18, and then
to evaluate how well the models respond to restrictions imposed by varying degrees of
factor invariance across waves.
In more detail, factor invariance concerns the equivalence of the relationships between
observed and latent variables, either across multiple groups or across time periods. The
idea is to verify that the factors are indeed measuring the same underlying construct
over the groups or periods. In this case, the aim is to check that the set of indicators
measuring the latent SWB construct have the same factor structure over the waves of
response data. Several parameters of the model can be tested for invariance, with the
testing procedure following a hierarchy of nested models that each restricts more para-
meters to be equal across waves. The greater the number of restricted parameters the
model can assimilate without sacrificing model fit, the higher the degree of invariance.
This hierarchical procedure has been developed and refined by Meredith (1993); Byrne
(1994); Cheung and Rensvold (1999) and Gregorich (2006) among others. On moving
to each higher degree of invariance, constraints from the previous model are retained
as additional constraints are added.
There are four degrees of invariance in the hierarchy of parameter constraints:
1. Configural invariance (no parameter restrictions)
2. Metric invariance (restrict loadings)
3. Strong invariance (restrict loadings and intercepts)
4. Strict invariance (restrict loadings, intercepts and residuals)
The degree of longitudinal factor invariance attained by the model is an important issue,
since it has a bearing on the consistency of conclusions from cross-sectional analyses,
in terms of their applicability to other waves and comparing conclusions across waves.
Configural invariance would confirm that the same pattern of path restrictions imposed
by the confirmatory model over time periods is indeed justified. Metric invariance would
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validate the comparison over time of the strength of associations between the latent
and observed variables. Strong invariance would validate comparisons of the latent
construct scores on the same scale over time. Strict invariance is necessary for analyses
that require these scales to be equally reliable over time, such as statistical inference
across time periods for an SEM with latent variables.
Configural invariance is tested by specifying the same measurement model for each
wave, that is, including the same factors, observed items and relationships between
factors and items. All parameters are estimated freely for each wave with no equivalence
restrictions across waves – only that the same observed items load on the same factors
in each wave (Meredith, 1993; Gregorich, 2006). Since this is the weakest type of
invariance, this measurement model must provide a satisfactory fit in order for any
degree of measurement invariance to hold. Configural invariance is required to conclude
that the latent factors in a model are measured through the same qualitative, but not
necessarily quantitative, structure over time.
If configural invariance is satisfied, then we can test for metric invariance (Meredith,
1993; Gregorich, 2006), which refers to the equivalence of factor loadings over time.
This e ectively requires that the scores on the scales of observed items retain the same
meaning over time periods, or that unit changes in item scores are associated with the
same change in factor scores at each wave Brown (2006). If this is the case, then it
can be concluded that latent factors do manifest themselves quantitatively through the
same item scores over time periods.
Assuming metric invariance is satisfied, the next step is then to test for strong
invariance. Strong invariance refers to the restriction of both factor loadings and inter-
cepts to be equal over time, and implies that not only the item scores, but the scaling
of latent factors is equivalent over the time periods considered.
Finally, strict invariance requires satisfaction of all previous degrees of invariance,
with the added requirement that item residuals are constrained to be equal over time.
Invariance of the residuals implies that the scaling between items and factors are equally
reliable in each time period examined.
Each of the invariance levels is tested by comparing pairs of models – one imposing
the requisite cross-wave parameter constraints for the degree of invariance in question,
and one estimated with the constraints of the next weakest invariance level in the
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hierarchy. The model with and without the stricter parameter constraints are then
compared using a ‰2 di erence test and changes in the Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
value, as recommended by Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Byrne and Stewart (2006).
If the ‰2 di erence for the two models is not statistically significant, or if there is no
worsening of the CFI, then the fit of the model with stricter constraints is deemed
comparable to the fit of the model with weaker constraints, and therefore the model
satisfying stricter invariance is retained. Provided this is the case, then the same pair-
wise model comparisons can be made for the incrementally stricter degrees of invariance.
When the ‰2 di erence or CFI does indicate a worsening of fit, it is still possible to
test for partial invariance by constraining the parameters of only some items. Since
the concern at present is with the SWB construct as measured by all of the items in
the model, this line of analysis is not pursued. In addition to the ‰2 and CFI values,
changes are examined for a number of other fit indices commonly used in the literature
as a supplementary diagnostic tool.
Invariance test results
Estimation results from the fitted measurement models are presented in Table 1.11
under increasingly strict invariance models. To ensure model identification, variances
of the latent factors are scaled to 1 with means of 0. The fit index and ‰2 values for each
model are presented in the corresponding column of Table 1.12. Three fit indices are
examined: the CFI as just discussed, and additionally the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
The CFI is an incremental fit index that measures the relative improvement in the
fit of a model over that of a baseline model, typically the independence model (Kline,
2010). Index values fall inside the range 0-1 and good model fit is indicated by a CFI
value of 0.9 or greater (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Models with a higher CFI value indicate
better fit.
The AIC is a comparative fit measure, and is interpreted by examining the change
in AIC value of one model relative to another. In selecting among models, the best
fitting model is that with the lowest AIC value.
The BIC is interpreted similarly to the AIC, with lower values indicating better fit.
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However, the BIC places a greater penalty on model complexity, and as a result it can
be the case that in some circumstances the AIC favours a larger model than the BIC.
The model ‰2 values allow ‰2 di erence tests to be carried out, which test the
null hypothesis that the model with more parameter restrictions fits no worse than the
model with less parameter restrictions. The relevant test statistic is the di erence of
the ‰2 values of the two hierarchical models in question. This ‰2 di erence statistic is
distributed with degrees of freedom equal to the di erence of those of the two models.
If the ‰2 di erence statistic is significant, then the null hypothesis is rejected and the
less restrictive model in the hierarchy is retained over the more restrictive model. On
the other hand if the ‰2 di erence statistic is insignificant, both models are deemed
to fit equally well and the more restrictive model can be accepted without sacrificing
model fit. In Table 1.12, ‰2 values are reported with degrees of freedom in parentheses,
along with the ‰2 di erence statistic and degrees of freedom.
Latent factor Factor Free to vary Metric Strong Strict
loadings (wave 6) invariance invariance invariance
Emotional Useful 0.278 (0.007) 0.294 (0.004) 0.294 (0.004) 0.294 (0.004)
well-being Relaxed 0.478 (0.009) 0.484 (0.005) 0.483 (0.005) 0.484 (0.005)
Enjoy 0.397 (0.007) 0.409 (0.004) 0.409 (0.004) 0.409 (0.004)
Confidence 0.491 (0.009) 0.504 (0.005) 0.504 (0.004) 0.505 (0.005)
Happy 0.415 (0.006) 0.420 (0.004) 0.420 (0.004) 0.420 (0.004)
Life Health 0.466 (0.010) 0.468 (0.005) 0.468 (0.005) 0.468 (0.005)
satisfaction Income 0.491 (0.011) 0.488 (0.005) 0.487 (0.005) 0.487 (0.005)
House 0.368 (0.010) 0.364 (0.005) 0.364 (0.005) 0.363 (0.005)
Social 0.505 (0.009) 0.485 (0.005) 0.485 (0.005) 0.487 (0.005)
Table 1.11: Coe cients of the measurement model under di erent degrees of
longitudinal invariance (standard errors in parentheses)
The first results column in Table 1.11 reports factor loadings under configural invari-
ance, with model parameters, including factor loadings, free to vary across waves. Since
factor loadings are estimated freely for each wave, results are presented for one wave
only (wave 6 in this instance). Next, metric invariance is checked where factor loadings
are constrained to be equal across waves. Observe that the metric invariance model is
parameterised with slightly di erent factor loadings and standard errors, which is not
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Fit statistic Degree of invariance
Free Metric Strong Strict
CFI 0.924 0.924 0.920 0.904
‰2 4453.56 (78) 4481.10 (96) 4705.31 (114) 5676.35 (132)
 ‰2 27.54 (18) 224.21 (18) 971.04 (18)
AIC 436576.149 436567.691 436755.900 437690.941
BIC 437261.588 437106.250 437147.579 437935.741
Table 1.12: Fit statistics for the measurement model (degrees of freedom in
parentheses)
surprising given that one model provides estimates for a single wave (wave 6) whereas
the other provides estimates taking into account three waves. The model under metric
invariance conditions fits just as well according to the CFI, and indeed both the AIC
and BIC indicate that the metric invariance model even improves slightly on the fit of
the configural invariance model. The ‰2 di erence statistic with 18 degrees of freedom,
reported in the  ‰2 row, is insignificant at the 5% significance level. The conclusion
reached by the fit indices can therefore be rea rmed, and the metric invariance model
is retained over the weaker configural invariance model.
Proceeding to the next degree of invariance in the hierarchy, observe that the factor
loadings and standard errors of the model under strong invariance conditions change
only very slightly. However, the fit of the strong invariance model is worse than the fit
of the metric invariance model according to all fit measures.3 Strong invariance cannot
therefore be assumed, nor any of the remaining invariance degrees in the hierarchy.
Even though the requirements for satisfying further degrees of invariance are not met,
the model results for strong and strict invariance are reported nonetheless, which further
constrain intercepts and residuals respectively. Although the fit indices clearly show a
worsening of fit for each further invariance model, the loadings and standard errors do
not in fact change very much at all.
In conclusion, while there is evidence for only metric longitudinal invariance and
3The BIC of the strong invariance model is still lower than that of the weak configural invariance
model, however a known particularity of BIC being a function of N may explain this inconsistency.
As strong invariance implicitly groups the data into within-wave clusters, the choice of N between
the pooled or within-group value becomes non-trivial, which in turn a ects the calculation of BIC.
(A detailed explanation of this problem is given in StataCorp LP (2015) along with examples.) This
inconsistency is therefore noted but interpreted with caution.
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none of the higher degrees in the invariance hierarchy, the parameters of those more
restrictive models are in fact almost identical to those of the metric invariance model.
In this case, the lack of stronger invariance is much less concerning than if the more
restrictive model parameters di ered substantially, and therefore comparisons over time
of both the strength and scale of associations between latent and observed variables
can be made relatively confidently. Carrying this confirmatory model forward as the
measurement part of the SEM in Section 1.4, metric invariance is therefore retained in
the specification of the respective measurement model.
1.4 SEM of objective and subjective well-being
Having identified how the two measurable components of SWB – emotional well-being
and life satisfaction – are manifest in the response items of the BHPS, let us now
investigate the associations of this SWB construct with indicators of several commonly
targeted objective policy outcomes. The outcomes of interest are income, education and
health. A multiple indicators multiple causes (MIMIC) model is fitted, with indicators
of the objective outcome variables treated as exogenous to the model. That is, the
model does not specify how income, education and health are generated, only that
they exert some degree of directional influence on the components of SWB.
The reasons for interest in the relationship between SWB and these policy outcomes
are two-fold:
1. As the prospect of SWB as a targeted measure gains prominence on the policy
stage, it would be beneficial to understand how it relates to changes in outcomes
in more established policy areas.
2. The relative strength and directions of these associations may shed light on re-
spondents’ underlying priorities among these objective outcomes. More specific-
ally, outcomes with larger positive associations with the components of SWB
may indicate higher priority outcomes than outcomes with lower or insignificant
associations.
These three chosen objective policy outcomes appear to be widely accepted in both
theory and in practice, and are frequently used in multidimensional applications to
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evaluating well-being. The UNDP Human Development Index perhaps set the pre-
cedent for incorporating education and health into comparisons of living standards
(Stanton, 2007), recognising that these areas cannot be fully captured by measures
of solely economic resources such as income. Inspired by this, a large body of work
has grown out of this framework for measuring multidimensional well-being outcomes
Yang (2014), and through these choices of data and corresponding goals, “the inter-
national community has identified a strong and shared view on the key dimensions of
human well-being” (Dietz et al., 2007, p. 32). Following in this vein, focusing on the
chosen outcomes helps to frame the analysis consistently with this literature. Section
1.4.1 details the outcome indicators used to expand the analysis of the previous BHPS
items.
1.4.1 Exogenous objective well-being indicators
Income
Equivalised household income is used, calculated by taking the BHPS variable for total
annual household income from all sources, and dividing by the square root of number of
household members. This adjusts household income to account for economies of scale
as resources are spread among additional household members, and makes household
income comparable at the individual level. Although other more complex equivalisation
scales are available, the derivation of all such scales depends on the assumptions made
and judgements about needs, which are open to debate. The square root is the preferred
equivalence scale of researchers for the Luxembourg Income Study, Eurostat, and more
recently the OECD and many other individual countries (Chanfreau and Burchardt,
2008; OECD, 2013a), and is used here due to its popularity and wide comparability.
Including equivalised incomes >£120,000 produced significant outliers, whilst including
equivalised incomes <£100 produced bunching of values below this value, which is
likely the result of reporting errors since this figure should include benefit payments,
for which <£100 per person per annum is implausibly low. Therefore, individuals
with equivalised incomes >£120,000 and <£100 are excluded from the analysis. The
remaining equivalised household incomes are normalised to a [0, 1] unit scale using the
following commonly used min-max goalpost approach (Lugo, 2005; UNDP, 2013), where
xit is the original equivalised income value, xmin is the minimum equivalised income
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xmax ≠ xmin (1.1)
Education
Although education has appeared in many lists of basic well-being dimensions and on
many policy agendas, the e ect of educational attainment on SWB has been a subject of
contention (Dolan et al., 2008; Michalos, 2008). MacKerron (2012, p. 721) concluded
in his survey of the “happiness economics” literature that “the impact of education
varies between studies: in some it has no significant e ect, whereas in others highest
[SWB] is variously associated with lower, higher, and intermediate levels of education.”
Although good education is often upheld as decisive in life, it seems that “empirical
evidence remains quite divided and ambiguous when it comes to answers about... what
people value in education.” (Gibbons et al., 2009, p. 1). This is echoed in the findings
of Decancq et al. (2015), who observe an insignificant relationship using Russian data
between educational attainment and the life satisfaction component of SWB. Never-
theless, the inclusion of this association in the analysis will be of particular interest.
For the education dimension, the categorical variable of highest education qualification
is selected. Similarly to the income values, the education variable is normalised to a
[0, 1] unit scale with ordinal levels.
Health
For health, a composite indicator is derived using BHPS variables for the following
health indicators: whether an individual has been a hospital inpatient in the last year,
whether an individual has problems with limbs, with chest or breathing, with heart
or blood pressure, with stomach or digestion, with diabetes, with migraines, and with
anxiety or depression. The composite measure is derived based on predicted values
of the linear index from an ordered logit model of subjective health satisfaction. The
weights in the composite measure are the rescaled coe cients of the logit regression,
with the rescaling used to normalise the composite measure between 0 and 1. Subjective
health satisfaction is not used as a direct measure of health since this risks endogeneity
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with the SWB items, as discussed by Ferrer-i Carbonell and Frijters (2004).
1.4.2 SEM results
The measurement part of the model is pre-specified according to metric invariance
constraints, following from the findings in Section 1.3.3. That is, the factor loadings
are constrained to be equal across waves. The latent factor variances for ‘emotional well-
being’ and ‘life satisfaction’ are scaled to 1. A similar invariance testing process is then
carried out for the structural part of the model, for which the results and fit statistics
are presented in Tables 1.13 and 1.14. Factor loadings for the measurement part of the
model are also presented in Table 1.13, and these generally corroborate in magnitude
with the earlier two-factor confirmatory model, although there are some adjustments
due to the addition of the structural part. Note that obj income in the structural part of
the table (upper half) refers to the objective equivalised income variable, whereas subj
income in the measurement part (lower half) refers to the subjective income satisfaction
item. Similarly, obj health refers to the objective health variable and subj health refers to
the subjective health satisfaction item. Inspecting the fit statistics in the same fashion
as Section 1.3.3, the structural model fails to satisfy metric invariance. Therefore, the
model satisfies only the weakest form of invariance, for which the parameters of wave
6 are reported in Table 1.13.
Fit statistic Degree of invariance
Free Metric
CFI 0.836 0.835




Table 1.14: Fit statistics for the complete structural model
This weaker degree of invariance is perhaps not surprising, since it would be ex-
pected that the structural model relationship between SWB and health, education and
income is di erent in nature from the measurement model relationship between SWB
and its manifest variables as analysed in Section 1.3. The hope is to find invariance
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Latent factor Coe cients Free to vary Metric
(wave 6) invariance
Emotional Obj income 0.422* (0.174) 0.224* (0.076)
well-being Education -0.053 (0.059) -0.054 (0.033)
Obj health 1.201* (0.048) 1.235* (0.027)
Life Obj income 2.557* (0.200) 1.569* (0.085)
satisfaction Education -0.552* (0.066) -0.530* (0.037)
Obj health 1.953* (0.060) 1.808* (0.036)
Emotional Useful 0.280 (0.004) 0.280 (0.004)
Relaxed 0.452 (0.005) 0.452 (0.005)
Enjoy 0.387 (0.003) 0.387 (0.003)
Confidence 0.474 (0.005) 0.474 (0.005)
Happy 0.394 (0.003) 0.394 (0.003)
Life Subj health 0.467 (0.004) 0.468 (0.004)
Subj income 0.409 (0.005) 0.408 (0.005)
House 0.281 (0.005) 0.281 (0.005)
Social 0.395 (0.005) 0.396 (0.005)
Table 1.13: Coe cients of the complete model under metric measurement invariance
and di erent degrees of structural invariance (standard errors in parentheses)
in the latter since a consistent measurement of the latent SWB construct is desired
over cross-sections of the data, and indeed this is the case with the finding of metric
invariance. On the other hand, there are no claims that the cross-sectional relationship
between the components of SWB and objective life outcomes should be the same in
each wave. This structural relationship might be expected to be much more imperfect
than the measurement relationship, and indeed the CFI value below 0.9 shows that
overall model fit does weaken upon adding the structural part to the model, compared
to the measurement model alone. A conclusion to draw from this is that invariance
testing may not be the most appropriate tool to address the longitudinal aspect of the
structural model. This is further pursued in Chapter 2, where a di erent perspective is
taken to analysing this relationship across waves using non-linear fixed e ects methods.
Figure 1.3 presents the information from the first results column of Table 1.13 in
a path digram, for the complete wave 6 model under metric invariance for the meas-
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Figure 1.3: MIMIC path diagram of endogenous latent SWB components and
objective well-being indicators
urement part and configural invariance for the structural part of the model. Figure
1.3 also displays additional model parameters, including correlation between the latent
SWB factors, their variances (standardised to 1), and residual variances of the observed
manifest variables in the measurement part of the model. Although the accepted para-
meters are for the configural invariance model, the directions and relative magnitudes
of coe cients and loadings under the metric invariance model in the last column of
Table 1.13 are comparable. The structural coe cients for income and health are pos-
itive and significant for both ‘emotional well-being’ and ‘life satisfaction’. Recognising
that individual heterogeneities are not controlled for and the model is therefore a de-
scriptive one, this indicates that net relationships between greater financial resources
and better health on the one hand, and higher emotional and evaluative SWB on the
other, are positive, as might be expected. In terms of magnitude, the absolute value of
coe cients of all objective indicators are larger for ‘life satisfaction’ than for ‘emotional
well-being’. The ‘life satisfaction’ component of SWB therefore appears more strongly
related than the ‘emotional well-being’ component to attainments in the objective in-
dicators. Intuitively, whilst endowments in finance and health facilitate the conditions
and tools necessary to pursue a satisfying life, they cannot so easily guarantee hedonic
utility and emotional well-being in the day-to-day sense.
Comparing this to broader conclusions in the literature, this echoes the influential
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finding of Kahneman and Deaton (2010) that “high income improves evaluation of
life but not emotional well-being”, and similarly the findings of Brief et al. (1993,
Table 1) of stronger correlations between objective health and life satisfaction than
between objective health and positive and negative a ect.4 Smith et al. (2002) also
examine the predictive role of objective and subjective health in accounting for the
variance in components of SWB, although they study only those aged 70-100 and
investigate di erent components of SWB than those investigated here. They find that
objective and subjective health taken together accounted for 32% of the variance in
ageing satisfaction, 20% in life satisfaction, 18% in depressivity, 14% in negative a ect,
and 13% in positive a ect. Deaton (2008) on the other hand finds that “neither life
satisfaction nor health satisfaction responds strongly to objective measures of health”,
using data from the Gallup World Poll. However, Deaton investigates only coarse
measures of objective health such as life expectancy and the prevalence of HIV infection,
which arguably mask some pertinent health considerations.
Interestingly the coe cient for education is negative for both factors, although
statistically significant only in terms of e ect on ’life satisfaction’ and insignificant for
‘emotional well-being’. That is, the net relationship between higher levels of education
and general evaluation of life is negative, and there is no association with day-to-
day happiness. This runs counter-intuitive to the expectation, or at least hope, that
education has a positive impact on SWB and the common policy emphasis on expanding
access to education. An explanation could be due to the e ect of education on raising
life expectations, and therefore introducing interpersonal variation in the interpretation
of the life satisfaction scale. A negative net a ect could be observed when measured
without taking this into account. This issue is further pursued in Chapter 2, where
individual fixed e ects and an alternative strategy for identifying the e ect of education
is taken. As discussed in Section 1.4.1 however, the counter-intuitive education result
is in fact a common finding in the SWB literature. Michalos (2008) notes that if
education is defined, as it is here, as highest level of formal education attained, then
the overwhelming evidence, including a review of 90 American studies (Witter et al.,
1984) and more recently the findings of Layard (2005), is that “education has very
little influence on happiness”. However, he suggests that if the definition of education is
4The explicit relationships modelled by these authors further on in their paper are, however, not
comparable to this study.
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expanded to include also non-formal and broader aspects of education, then it does have
an influence on the eudaimonic component of subjective well-being. However, given the
di culty in empirically implementing the concept of eudaimonia as discussed in Section
1.1, it is di cult to do better than refer back to Michalos’ list of education’s cited
positive influences on variables indirectly related to SWB, such as health, employment
and crime outcomes. It is recognised that the negative coe cient for education on
life satisfaction is likely due to confounding of the e ects of prior education, that have
manifested themselves indirectly later in the life course through positive income e ects
or negative aspiration e ects. However, with the data available and the SEM modelling
approach it is di cult to do better.5
A caveat should be made regarding the application here, and indeed most applic-
ations of factor analysis in the social sciences, in that linear models are used exclus-
ively which attempt to explain relationships only through covariances and correlations
(Yalcin and Amemiya, 2001). The possibility of non-linear relationships is therefore
neglected due to the analytical limitations of non-linear factor analysis methods. In
this context of latent components of SWB, whilst factor analysis has confirmed the
idea of two underlying latent factors, it assumes that the form of the relationships to
the observed items takes that of weighted sums of the underlying factors. It is worth
noting that this assumption of a linear structure may not be the “true” structure, and
it may be that a non-linear relationship exists between underlying factors and obser-
vations. The motivation for using standard linear factor analysis therefore does not lie
in uncovering a particular model form, but more in distinguishing the basic monotone
relationships between observed items through the underlying factors.
The model also allows for correlation between latent life satisfaction and emotional
well-being, and the finding is that attainment in the two component parts of SWB
are interlinked. However, theory and intuition do not provide a definite answer as to
whether there is causality between the two, or in which direction(s) such causality may
run. That is, it is not clear if emotionally content people have the capacity to lead more
satisfying lives as a result of their emotional disposition, or if emotional well-being is
the direct result of high satisfaction in the various domains of life. In reality, it is likely
that there is a complex two-way relationship which is di cult to precisely identify.
5Refer to Chapter 2 for a di erent approach to the issue of education and SWB, made possible by
the ability of other regression techniques to cope with binary education variables.
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Consequently, the correlation is left as such in the model, without attempting to insert
a directional path between the two latent SWB components.
To summarise concisely, the total e ects in the structural part of the MIMIC model
are given by the equations:
‘Emotional well-being’ = 0.422(equivalised income) + 1.201(health)
‘Life satisfaction’ = 2.557(equivalised income) + 1.953(health)
≠0.552(education)
1.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the structure of SWB and its latent components were investigated with
multiple self-reported response items on SWB from the BHPS. Using factor analysis, a
simplified form of the structure proposed by Lucas et al. (1996) was found, consisting
of a latent ‘emotional well-being’ component and ‘life satisfaction’ component. The
longitudinal invariance of this latent SWB structure was then tested, to check that
the same concept was indeed being measured over time and that it was consistently
interpreted by individuals. Metric invariance for the SWB structure was found, indic-
ating that the latent components manifest themselves quantitatively through the same
unit changes in item scores over time. This is an important finding that supports the
use of longitudinal SWB regression in Chapter 2 to uncover individual and group-level
preferences over objective well-being dimensions.
The relationships between the two components of SWB (emotional well-being and
life satisfaction) and objective dimensions of well-being (income, education and health)
were also investigated in this chapter at the population level, in particular to see whether
these relationships di ered in nature from one component to the other. This was
achieved by extending the factor analysis of SWB into a structural MIMIC model to
include policy indicators of objective well-being. The findings were that while the ‘life
satisfaction’ component was influenced by all three exogenous well-being variables, in-
come, education, and health, the ‘emotional well-being’ component was not influenced
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by education, and to a lesser extent by the other two variables. Practically, the im-
plication is that the ‘life satisfaction’ component of SWB seems to be more sensitive
than the ‘emotional well-being’ component to changes or interventions in attainment
in the objective indicators examined. Given this result and the result that emotional
well-being was positively correlated with life satisfaction, it can be argued that the
life satisfaction component of SWB is better for evaluating objective aspects of so-
cial performance such as the indicators examined, rather than the hedonic ‘emotional
well-being’ component. Indeed, a recent amendment to The Green Book of the UK
Treasury, the o cial guidance to other government agencies on evaluating policy pro-
posals, stated that the ‘life satisfaction approach’ “will be important in ensuring that
the full range of impacts of proposed policies are considered, and may provide added
information about the relative value of non-market goods compared with each other”
(HM Treasury, 2011, p. 58). Looking ahead to Chapter 2’s approach of using SWB
information to retrieve preferences for a multidimensional index, the greater policy rel-
evance of life satisfaction as a yardstick for objective attainments justifies the use of
‘life satisfaction’ as the dependent variable in the SWB regressions.
More research is needed, for example, on whether di erent indicators of objective
dimensions of well-being produce di ering results. In particular education provides an
interesting case for exploring alternative approaches. Scaling down to the intra-country
level, introducing interaction e ects would also make it possible to compare the well-
being of di erent types of individuals, and whether the composition of multidimensional
well-being and the implied trade-o s between dimensions di ers between such individu-
als. Some of these extensions are explored in Chapter 2, although of course these are
just a few suggestions from a plethora of potential research avenues.
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Chapter 2




The question of how to define multidimensional well-being has been gaining prominence
in research and policy agendas in recent years. GDP centric growth policies that served
post-war economies relatively well seven decades ago no longer point in a direction
that captures the concerns of modern society, and the broad consensus now is that a
multidimensional measure of progress is needed. Indeed a plethora of just such measures
has been proposed in recent years; a good overview of these developments can be found
in Fleurbaey and Blanchet (2013) and Aaberge and Brandolini (2014). As Fleurbaey
and Blanchet note however, this literature has been overwhelmingly concerned with
aggregating average population-level indicators or distributions, and has been largely
silent on how such measures can be made to capture the heterogeneous preferences, or
di ering ‘recipes’, of individuals for a good life. This is a troubling omission. After
all, another pertinent question in the quest for redefining progress is: whose conception
of progress should be measured? The view taken here is that in theory and as far as
applied work allows, real and likely di ering preferences of individuals in the population
should be accounted for – not those of an arbitrary, ‘representative’ agent. From this
perspective, there should not be a one-size-fits-all measure of progress, and in order for
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policy-makers to find the best way of stimulating progress and promoting well-being,
we must first identify what counts towards the well-being of di erent individuals.
In current practice in the measurement of well-being and human progress, two types
of simplification are often implicitly made. First, it is generally taken as given that there
exists a readily available “measure of well-being which is capable of being expressed
on a cardinal ratio scale” and that “the individual well-being functions are identical
across individuals” (Dolan and Tsuchiya, 2009). This is a common assumption used
in applied welfare and public economics. The second simplification is that not only is
well-being defined identically across individuals, but in seeking an aggregate assessment
over the entire population, a “representative agent” approach can be taken by taking
the simple average of well-being levels across individuals. This issue is investigated in
the theoretical literature on inequality measurement, but is then largely overlooked in
the business of developing GDP-alternatives.
In this chapter a modified notion of multidimensional well-being indices is proposed,
combining the intuitive idea of an index as a type of summary statistic with recent lit-
erature on axiomatic approaches to multidimensional well-being in welfare economic
and social choice theory. Concrete proposals are made for unpacking and operation-
alising the processes obscured by the two simplifications highlighted above, putting
individuals’ own preferences centre stage. The finding is that such an index is on the
one hand not so far removed from many of the GDP-alternatives that have failed to
gain support from theorists; on the other hand it can in fact be seen as an application
of a theoretical approach that has been rigorously defended. Namely, the proposed
index can be seen as an application of the equivalence approach, developed by Pazner
and Schmeidler (1978), and as a modified notion of the equivalent income approach
(Fleurbaey, 2005, 2011; Decancq et al., 2015), itself an application of the equivalence
approach. For the sake of clarity, the approach developed in this chapter will be re-
ferred to as the ‘preference index approach’, and is the first proposal and empirical
application of a preference-sensitive well-being and inequality measure in the form of a
multidimensional index.
The original contribution of equivalent income is in its use of individual-specific pref-
erences to define well-being, an approach which had previously only been considered
in the context of consumption-based “money metric utility” (Samuelson, 1974; Deaton,
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1980), and in a medical context for the measurement of health status.1 The preference
index approach borrows from the contribution of equivalent income in that respect.
However, contrary to the equivalence approach and equivalent income, it dispenses
with a money-metric representation of well-being. Rather, it takes as its reference of
variation the dimension-neutral unit space. At the same time, it bridges a gap in the
theory between popular (but theoretically weak) synthetic indices of well-being and
several strands of the economic literature on welfare measurement, viz. the capabil-
ities approach, subjective well-being (SWB), equivalent income and multidimensional
inequality measurement. In this sense, it is an attempt at addressing “the frequent gap
between foundations and applied measures, between concepts and statistics” (Fleur-
baey, 2008, p. 1), as well as gaps between literatures that have often evolved rather
separately. It will be seen that the preference index approach results in a two-step
multidimensional index akin to the specification proposed by Maasoumi (1986). The
crucial di erence is that an explicit derivation is given for the aggregation rule from an
axiomatic point of view, with the help of the equivalent income framework, and that
an empirical strategy is presented for how to measure heterogeneous parameter values
for di erent individuals.
It should be noted at the outset that the departure from a monetary measure is not
due to abhorrence for monetising aspects of life. That is to say, no objection is made
to using money as a numeraire for making relative comparisons between dimensions of
well-being. It has been noted that “[the] situation is not fundamentally di erent when
none of the aggregated variables are monetary. Aggregation always implies assuming
some more or less important substitution possibilities between the items that are ag-
gregated” (Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013, p. 14). The rationale is rather that it results
in a measure of well-being that is not contingent on a reference level in each dimension
from which comparisons are made. This is a separate issue from the numeraire issue,
and does have a bearing on making interpersonal comparisons if individuals have dif-
ferent preferences (i.e. their indi erence curves cross). Additionally, in value systems
where income has no value in well-being, none of the things that do have value can
be measured in terms of trade-o s with income. For example, consider the notion of
1Specifically, the reference here is to the Health Utilities Index (HUI) developed by McMaster Uni-
versity. The Health Utilities Index elicits preferences about various health states from a representative
sample of individuals within a community, and as such captures the views of society concerning health
status. (Horsman et al., 2003)
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pure “Buddhist” preferences under which income plays no role in the individual’s defin-
ition of a good life – any attempt at implementing a monetary measure of well-being
then breaks down since money is unable to capture any trade-o s between dimensions
of life. Therefore, abandoning money as a well-being metric enables a wider array of
value systems to be accommodated.
The essential purpose of the preference index approach is to use ordinal and non-
comparable information about individual preferences to construct an interpersonally
comparable index of well-being. In brief, the procedures in the proposed method can
be broken down in four stages:
1. Mapping out individuals’ indi erence curves, each of which represents her pref-
erences over dimensions of well-being.
2. Projecting any given individual’s actual bundle of multidimensional well-being
attainment onto an equivalent bundle along the individual-specific indi erence
curve, so that equivalent bundles of all individuals lie along a reference path in
the multidimensional space.
3. Assigning individual index values to bundles on the reference path (analogous to
the inverse of the distance function put forward by Deaton (1979)). Evaluation of
bundles along the path provides interpersonal comparability between individuals
with di erent preferences and di erent levels of attainment in dimensions of well-
being.
4. Finding a suitable population index satisfying a certain set of axioms, to aggreg-
ate individual index values into an overall assessment of the multidimensional
distribution of well-being.
The first step is an empirical question of eliciting preferences, whereas the other steps
involve normative judgements in some form. Since the equivalence approach under-
pins the rationale for the preference index method as a whole, an introduction to the
equivalence approach and how it relates to the proposed method is given in Section
2.2. The last axiomatic step draws heavily from the framework laid out in Fleurbaey
and Maniquet (2011) and Decancq et al. (2014a). This is given in Section 2.3. The
key theoretical argument is that a synthetic index of well-being can be composed in
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a way that is consistent with welfare economic theory, incorporating considerations of
heterogeneous interpersonal preferences, fairness in evaluation, and inequality in distri-
bution. Section 2.4 provides an empirical illustration of steps 1, 2, and 3, and the rich
analysis possibilities it allows. One such analysis is a comparison of the preferences of
di erent individuals and how the incorporation of these preferences paints a di erent
picture of well-being from other welfare measures such as income and SWB. Section
3.5 concludes.
Regarding the extent of the contribution of this chapter, the axiomatics borrow
from the existing literature on multidimensional inequality and poverty measurement,
and in that respect is not original. However, as already discussed, the standard practice
in this literature has been to make the very restrictive and often implicit assumption
of a common individual well-being function, i.e., to assume identical preferences across
all individuals. Exceptionally, Decancq et al. (2014a) apply modified axioms to derive
a class of preference-sensitive multidimensional poverty indices, and this chapter draws
heavily from their work. Decancq and Neumann (2016) also include a similar approach
to deriving individual-level well-being as an intermediate stage in the so-called “exten-
ded preference approach” (Adler, 2014), which stops short of considering inequality. In
the field of money metric utility, consumer preferences have long been used in the calcu-
lation of consumption-based welfare and poverty measures (Samuelson, 1974; Deaton,
2008). However, the consideration of preference di erences in a non-money metric com-
posite index of multidimensional well-being and inequality, as in this thesis, is a new
endeavour.
2.2 The equivalence approach
This section provides an overview of the equivalence approach and its conceptual role in
the definition of the proposed preference-sensitive index. In its basic form in the context
of a two-agent two-good exchange economy model, the equivalence approach defines
fair allocations to be all the Pareto e cient allocations such that each individual is
indi erent between her actual bundle and an egalitarian distribution of goods, i.e. each
individual getting an identical bundle that is some fraction of the social endowment.2
2Note that such an egalitarian distribution need not be feasible, i.e. the fractions of the social
endowment can sum to greater than one, since this distribution is only a hypothetical one to which
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Pazner and Schmeidler (1978) coin the term Pareto-e cient and egalitarian-equivalent
allocations (PEEEAs) to describe this resulting set of allocations. The egalitarian
distribution can be seen as a fair hypothetical world to which actual distributions of
bundles are compared. In this way PEEEAs are identified which are equally as good as
this hypothetical egalitarian distribution, but in which individuals may not necessarily
have identical bundles due to di ering marginal rates of substitution between goods
from individual to individual.
Following a modified line of reasoning in relation to the equivalence approach, the
preference index approach proposed here amounts to comparing individuals in a hy-
pothetical world in which they are just as satisfied as in their actual situation, but in
which their bundle of attainments are all situated somewhere along a defined reference
path. In this approach the path takes the form of a ray extending from the vector of
minimum attainable values at the origin to the vector of maximum attainable values in
each dimension. Figure 2.1 provides a two-dimensional representation, where 0B is the
ray as defined. This ray represents fractions of the maximum attainment bundle, and
is analogous to the fractions of the social endowment in the original equivalence ap-
proach. The key di erence is that the original equivalence approach prescribes identical
fractions across individuals in order to identify PEEEAs, whereas the purpose of the
preference index approach here is to use di erences in these fractions across individu-
als to compare their well-being. In other words, whereas the original approach looks
for egalitarian distributions of bundles in the hypothetical world, the preference index
approach uses the hypothetical world as a tool for comparing di erent bundles under
di erent preferences.
This hypothetical world is constructed so that all individuals are indi erent between
their actual situations and their equivalent situations on the ray in the hypothetical
world, by moving along indi erence curves. In this hypothetical world, bundles can
be compared in terms of their distance from the origin along the ray, where there
is no ambiguity in evaluation since attainments in all (normalised) dimensions are
equalised across dimensions for a given individual. This “equally distributed equivalent”
is then used as the individual well-being index measure. In Figure 2.1, 0B is the ray as
defined, 0 is the origin defining the minimum attainment bundle and B is the maximum









Figure 2.1: Simple illustration of the equivalence approach
attainment bundle. The distance 0A, labelled ui, is individual i’s index value for any
bundle on indi erence curve II Õ, which is equivalent to the hypothetical bundle A.
Pazner and Schmeidler (1978) prove that the concept carries over to the case of multiple
dimensions.
As noted, a main di erence between the original equivalence approach and the
preference index approach is that the objective of the former is a fair allocation rule,
whereas that of the latter is a rule for making comparisons in potentially unfair alloca-
tions. Another di erence is that since this application of the equivalence approach is to
well-being attainment rather than goods allocation in a closed economy, the element of
rivalry disappears. This is because the resources that enable well-being attainment are
not explicitly modelled as being scarce, although it should be recognised that this is not
entirely realistic. In the preference index model there is no longer a social endowment
of goods to be divided among agents; instead there is a maximum level of attainment
in each dimension of well-being, and it is assumed that attainment of one individual is
not constrained by the number of other individuals or the attainment levels of those
other individuals.
Comparing the preference index approach to the equivalent income approach de-
veloped by Fleurbaey in a series of papers (Fleurbaey, 2005, 2011; Fleurbaey and Ma-
niquet, 2011), this one is based on a di erent extension to the original equivalence
approach. The equivalent income approach also looks to evaluate and compare di er-
ent bundles such that each individual is indi erent between the actual bundle and a
bundle on a reference path. However, whereas the preference index approach intro-
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duced here compares situations to fractions of the maximum attainment bundle as the
reference path, the equivalent income approach requires reference values of each non-
income dimension to be defined, and optionally di erent values for each individual.
In terms of Figure 2.1, whereas the diagonal ray 0B from the origin is the relevant
multidimensional reference to which individual situations are compared and evaluated,
in order to evaluate situations using the equivalent income approach a reference level
must be fixed for each non-income dimension. This is visualised as a horizontal (or
vertical) path extending perpendicularly from the chosen reference value on each non-
income axis. An individual’s well-being is then found by computing income minus the
cumulative amount of income he or she would be willing to give up to attain the ref-
erence value of each other dimension (Decancq et al. (2015), for example, choose the
reference value of perfect health). The resulting equivalent income measure is therefore
an adjusted-income measure. The measure proposed here, on the other hand, is a com-
posite index measure, which is not reliant on a monetary dimension such as income in
order to be defined.
The argument behind using dimension-wise reference levels under the equivalent
income approach is that, for each non-income dimension and each individual, there
exists some optimal level of attainment for which it is ethically defensible to compare
the situations of individuals, irrespective of their preferences. Again taking the example
of perfect health as the reference level for the health dimension as in Decancq et al.
(2014a), the argument would be that trade-o s between health and other dimensions are
irrelevant when individuals are in perfect health. Equivalent income is then defined as
each individual’s actual income adjusted down for the loss in well-being associated with
a less-than-perfect level of health. It can be interpreted as the individual’s actual income
minus her willingness-to-pay (or to give up income) to reach perfect health from her
actual health status. The same applies for reaching the optimal reference levels in the
other well-being dimensions. Intuitively this can be understood as having a hypothetical
multidimensional baseline situation of optimal attainments that individuals reach by
giving up income, whereby the equivalent income is defined as the remaining income
upon reaching this hypothetical “optimal” situation.
The rationale for the preference index approach makes two counter-arguments
against this equivalent income approach. First, if our objective is to obtain a well-being
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measure that is generaliseable to all societies, then preferences should be considered
that place no weight on income in an individual’s definition of well-being. Under such
pure “Buddhist” preferences, any attempt at implementing a monetary measure of
well-being then breaks down, since income is unable to capture the trade-o s between
dimensions of life. Therefore, abandoning money as a well-being metric allows an ap-
proach to well-being measurement that is not reliant on a particular dimension (namely
income) being present in the definition of well-being.
Second, it is not clear that taking perfect health, or a chosen “optimal” reference
value in each non-income dimension for each individual, is the most convincing hy-
pothetical baseline situation. This implies the extreme view that income as the slack
variable should be reduced to the full extent of attaining this situation of optimality
in the other dimensions. The preference index approach instead defines the hypothet-
ical baseline situation to be where an individual’s attainments are equally distributed
across all the well-being dimensions. The corresponding willingness-to-pay interpret-
ation is that the preference index is characterised by an individual’s willingness to
sacrifice attainment in higher-attaining dimensions in order to raise attainments in
the lower-attaining dimensions to a hypothetical situation of equally distributed at-
tainment across all dimensions. The ethical argument is that a balanced bundle of
attainments across the dimensions is an unambiguous position from which to evaluate
an individual’s well-being, since her measure of well-being is simply the common de-
gree of attainment across dimensions. This does not depend on income being present
in the well-being definition. It also does not imply an extreme hypothetical situation
for making comparisons in which one dimension, income, is used to compensate for all
deviations below an optimal level in each of the other dimensions.
2.3 Axioms
Now that a conceptual basis has been laid out for evaluating individual indexes, the ag-
gregate index can be specified in relation to the properties of these individual indexes.
These axioms set out the properties the proposed preference-sensitive well-being index
should satisfy, and are largely ethical in nature. The axioms that are put forward
for the multidimensional index have unidimensional counterparts (see, for example,
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Chakravarty (1990)) and counterparts in the multidimensional context without pref-
erence sensitivity. Starting with modified versions of Pareto e ciency and Separation
(subgroup consistency), the modifications, as well as some additional principles, allow
for the consideration of interpersonal comparisons between heterogeneous preferences
and for inequality aversion.
2.3.1 Theoretical framework
Consider a simple framework consisting of a population denoted by the non-empty and
finite set N µ N++ of individuals, for whom there are m relevant dimensions of well-
being contained in the setM . Let N denote the set of non-empty finite sub-sets of N++.
Each individual i œ N has well-defined preferences over personal attainment bundles
x belonging to the individual’s potential attainment set Xi ™ Rm+ . It is conceivable
that X may vary from person to person, due for example to genetic reasons, but in
this analysis individuals are treated identically in this respect with the same potential
attainment set X.
Let Ri denote individual i’s complete preference ordering over the set X. Prefer-
ences are assumed to be complete and transitive. When i prefers bundle xi as least as
much as bundle xÕi, this is denoted by xiRixÕi. Strict preference is denoted by xiPixÕi
and indi erence by xiIixÕi. Let R denote the set of preferences over X that are con-
tinuous, monotonic and convex. By continuity, it is meant that for all xi œ X, the sets
{xÕi œ X|xiRixÕi} and {xÕi œ X|xÕiRixi} are closed. By monotonicity, it is meant that
greater attainment in a given dimension of well-being entails strict preference (i.e. for
two bundles xi, xÕi œ X, if xi Ø xÕi, then xiRixÕi). By convexity, it is meant that for two
bundles xi, xÕi œ X, if xiRixÕi then (”xi+(1≠”)xÕi)RixÕi for all ” œ [0, 1]. Note that here,
x is assumed to be cardinal. In practice, some empirical literature has treated ordinal
data as cardinal for tractability and model flexibility (see, for example, Allan (1976)
and Labovitz (1970), and Harwell and Gatti (2001) for a discussion in the context of
educational data), or because this can provide additional insights into useful relation-
ships (Moses et al., 1984). In the later empirical application that follows, the education
dimension will be treated in this manner.
Given a set N of individuals, a distribution refers to an N -list of attainment bundles
xN = (xi)iœN œ XN , where xi refers to individual i’s bundle for all i œ N . An index of
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well-being is a function W : S = tNµN XN ◊RN æ R+, such that W (xN , RN ) gives
the level of well-being in distribution xN when preferences in the population are RN .
(xN , RN ) can thus be thought of as a social state. Given this framework, a definition
of well-being can be specified that is consistent with the preferences of individuals in
the population by satisfying the following axioms.
2.3.2 Axioms
Population well-being index comparisons
One of the contributions in this chapter is the use of individual preferences to evaluate
changes in well-being. This adds to a recent original stream of literature on this subject
(Fleurbaey, 2005, 2011; Fleurbaey and Maniquet, 2011; Fleurbaey and Schokkaert,
2012; Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013; Decancq et al., 2014a, 2015). In this context, the
standard Pareto principle is modified to require that if the preference satisfaction of all
individuals weakly increases then overall well-being must weakly increase, and if the
preference satisfaction of at least one individual strictly increases then well-being must
strictly increase. This is captured in the following axiom:
Axiom 1. Pareto
For all (xN , RN ), (xÕN , RN ) œ S, if for all i œ N we have that xÕiRixi, then
W (xÕN , RN ) ØW (xN , RN ).
Additionally, if there is at least one j œ N such that xjPjxÕj, then
W (xN , RN ) > W (xÕN , RN ).
For a population partitioned into two sub-groups N and M of fixed sizes, it is also
required that if sub-group N has the same bundle in two distributions, the ranking of
these two distributions should remain the same if this sub-group were excluded from
the evaluation. This ensures that a change in well-being within a subpopulation does
not depend on the rest of the population that is not a ected:
Axiom 2. Separation
For all (xN , RN ), (yM , RM ), (yÕM , RÕM ) œ S, W (yM , RM ) ØW (yÕM , RÕM ) if and only if
W ((xN , yM ), (RN , RM )) ØW ((xN , yÕM ), (RN , RÕM )).
Additionally, it is required that the index of well-being is continuous with respect
to individuals’ attainment bundles:
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Axiom 3. Continuity
For all N œ N , i œ N , W (xN , RN ) is continuous in xi.
A population distribution and its k-fold replication should be evaluated as having
the same level of well-being, where k is any positive integer and each replica preserves
the same individual characteristics (xi, Ri) as the original. The implication of this
is that population size does not matter for such an evaluation. This is a restrictive
but widely used property in inequality and welfare measurement, though a significant
body of literature has developed around reasons and ways for relaxing this axiom (see
Blackorby et al., 2005). For example, a setting in which individuals attain the same
level in each dimension of well-being but there are more individuals in total may be
considered worse, for instance if the larger population makes the same attainments less
valuable in terms of being able to live a good life. Recognising that there is more work
to be done on extending this approach to model such contexts, the more simplistic
replication invariance axiom is retained here:
Axiom 4. Replication invariance
For all (xN , RN ) œ S,W (xN , RN ) = W (xkN , RkN ) where (xkN , RkN ) is the k-fold
replication of (xN , RN ).
Scale invariance is imposed, or equivalently homotheticity of W (xN , RN ), referring
to invariance of the shape of the contour maps at di erent levels of well-being. It
ensures that the well-being ranking of two population distributions is una ected if
the dimension attainments of each individual are rescaled by the same factor in both
populations:
Axiom 5. Scale invariance
For all (xN , RN ), (xÕN , RN ) œ S and ⁄ > 0, ifW (xÕN , RN ) ØW (xN , RN ) thenW (⁄xÕN , RN ) Ø
W (⁄xN , RN ) where (⁄xN , RN ) is the social state where individual attainments are ⁄-
fold rescalings of attainments in (xN , RN ).
Heterogeneous individual well-being index comparisons
Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2011, Theorem 2.1) prove that an incompatibility arises in
the multidimensional context between the Pareto principle and Pigou-Dalton Transfer
principle. To overcome this incompatibility a weakened form of Transfer axiom is
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necessary, allowing the set of bundles among which transfers increase overall well-being
to be a subset of X. The relatively weak form of the Transfer axiom here is a result of
that subset restriction.
Axiom 6. Transfer
There exists a convex subset T µ X such that for indi erence curve I(xi, Ri), I(xi, Ri)ﬂ
T ”= ÿ for all xi œ X and all Ri œ R. For all (xN , RN ), (xÕN , RN ) œ S, if for some
j, k œ N we have that
xj , xk, xÕj , xÕk œ T ,
xj ∫ xk and xÕj , xÕk is obtained from xj , xk by a multidimensional Pigou-Dalton
transfer, i.e. xÕj = (1≠ ”)xj + ”xk and xÕk = (1≠ ”)xk + ”xj for some ” œ (0, 12),
W (xÕj , Rj) ØW (xÕk, Rk), and
for all i ”= j, k : xi = xÕi
then it is an improvement:
W (xÕN , RN ) ØW (xN , RN ).
Convexity of the subset T ensures that bundles resulting from a Pigou-Dalton trans-
fer between bundles in T also belong to T , meaning further such transfers would still be
desirable. Although the Transfer axiom is most often used in the context of income in-
equality, with a direct policy analogue in the tax-transfer system, one can generalise to
other non-monetary dimensions of well-being by considering in-kind targeted provision
and policy directed at access to good-quality health and education, for example.
T is further defined in terms of a normalised scale:
Axiom 7. Normalisation
T contains the minimum and maximum attainment bundles in the potential attainment
set X ™ Rm+ , with the minimum normalised to W (xmin, Ri) = 0 and the maximum
normalised to W (xmax, Ri) = 1 for all Ri.
2.3.3 A preference-sensitive multidimensional well-being index
The following multidimensional index specification is proposed, which satisfies the de-
sired axioms in Section 2.3.2 and is to be interpreted as an application of the equivalence
approach:
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where „ is increasing, continuous and concave in xi, and is the function which aggregates
the multiple dimensions in bundle xi according to preferences Ri into „(xi, Ri), the
individual indexes of well-being.
The proof is closely analogous to Decancq et al. (2014a, Theorem 1) and is not
reproduced here. W (xN , RN ) is additively separable in individual situations (xi, Ri),
and these can be ranked according to the equivalence approach using „(xi, Ri) to map
onto the subset T , which must be a ray that connects the minimum and maximum
attainment bundles. In other words, the subset T defines a reference path along which
individuals situations can be compared, according to the equivalence approach. Figure
2.2 provides an illustration and is further discussed below. In addition, the results
of Blackorby and Donaldson (1982, Theorem 2) mean that we arrive at a generalised
mean specification for the aggregation of individuals and W (xN , RN ) is homothetic.
Note that this means that this measure is also ordinally related to the unidimensional
Generalised Entropy class of measures (Cowell, 1977; Cowell and Kuga, 1981).
At the level of the individual indexes „(xi, Ri), it is proposed to further restrict the
Transfer axiom to the domain of homothetic preferences. The rationale is motivated by
observing that the axiom does not take into account “leaky bucket” transfers among
changing shapes of indi erence curves, which may be relatively harmful to the trans-
fer’s donor whilst benefiting the receiver relatively little (Fleurbaey and Maniquet,
2011; Fleurbaey and Tadenuma, 2014). Homothetic preferences have scale invariant
indi erence contours and are therefore not susceptible to this problem.
Making this restriction to the domain of homothetic Ri (individual preferences),
i.e. xiRix
Õ













xwikik ﬂ = 0
for dimensions k = 1, ...,m and the generalised mean function is obtained for indi-
vidual indexes. The generalised mean is a linearly homogeneous constant elasticity of
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substitution (CES) function. It is quasi-concave if and only if ﬂ Æ 1, with elasticity
of substitution greater than one if and only if ﬂ Ø 0 and less than one if and only
if ﬂ Æ 0, where elasticity ‡ = 11≠ﬂ . The constant elasticity assumption will later be
relaxed to investigate what repercussions this has empirically. Coupling homothetic
individual preferences with the axioms for the aggregate index, a double generalised
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xwikik ﬂ = 0.
(2.2)
A graphical representation of the individual indexes is given in Figure 2.2. If the
indi erence curves of two individuals do not cross, then their situations can be com-
pared unambiguously because an individual on a higher indi erence curve will always
be considered more satisfied than an individual on a lower indi erence curve. The re-
stricted application of the Transfer axiom allows for interpersonal comparisons between
individuals with heterogeneous preferences, even if indi erence curves of the di erent
individuals cross. By the reference path T to which the Transfer axiom is restricted, it
is deemed that „(xj , Rj) > „(xi, Ri). By Normalisation, T goes through the minimum
and maximum attainment bundles.
The rest of the chapter lays out the procedures for empirically deriving the indi-
vidual indexes, with an illustration using data from the British Household Panel Survey.
Empirical treatment of the aggregate index has been necessarily relegated to Chapter
3, where other substantial issues are duly addressed that cannot be covered here such
as inequality aversion and measurement, multidimensional decomposition of well-being











Figure 2.2: Restricted Transfer and inter-preference comparison
2.4 Multidimensional well-being in the UK
2.4.1 Methodological discussion
To empirically demonstrate the preference index approach outlined in the preceding
sections, this section estimates preferences using a life satisfaction regression approach
with micro level data from twelve waves of the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS).
More generally however, several methods are theoretically possible for preference es-
timation:
1. Stated preference, such as choice experiments and utility models, as well as multi-
criteria decision analysis which can be classified as an attribute-based stated
preference method. Although these methods are widely used to elicit preferences
on particular aspects of, for example, environmental projects or new consumer
products, it is arguably more di cult for individuals to accurately and explicitly
weigh up the aspects of a good life.
2. Revealed preference, such as observed market transactions, and decision utility
inferred from observed choices, such as within behavioural experiments using
monetary payments. These are di cult to implement in the case of non-market
gains and losses, however, such as in health and education. There are models
that use data on purchases of complementary goods, such as health insurance
and school fees, however this possibility is not pursued here.
3. Subjective well-being (SWB) regression, the type of method chosen here. This
method seems to resonate most in terms of its objective to expand our under-
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standing of social performance. Although the SWB approach advocates a di erent
way of operationalising this objective, it shares some similar motivations with the
proposed preference index approach. With the alignment of SWB research as a
contender in the search for alternative performance measures, it seems natural to
incorporate SWB regression as the preference estimation method here.
The BHPS is a representative sample of individuals aged over 16 in the UK. New entries
and attrition means that the panel is unbalanced, with an average of 6 panels per in-
dividual. Wave 7 in 1996 marked the introduction of an additional self-completion
questionnaire to the BHPS, asking individuals to indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 (very
dissatisfied to very satisfied respectively) their satisfaction with various domains of
life and life overall. Therefore, data from 1996 to the final wave in 2009 is used, ex-
cluding 2001 which omitted this life satisfaction question. This encompasses all waves
of the BHPS containing the variables necessary for the analysis. Three dimensions
of well-being are chosen for the analysis, similar to the main dimensions of the Hu-
man Development Index and in line with those investigated in Chapter 1: equivalised
household income, health and education. This reflects an intent to frame the proposed
concept of well-being around development objectives and public policy, therefore ex-
cluding private issues in family and social domains from the index dimensions for the
present.
Equivalised household income is constructed by dividing annual household income
by the square root of number of household members, and individuals with equivalised
household incomes >£120,000 and <£100 are excluded from the analysis. The ra-
tionale for these choices are given in Chapter 1 Section 1.4.1. Again consistent with
Chapter 1, the health dimension uses a composite measure derived from the following
individual health indicators: whether an individual has been a hospital inpatient in the
last year, whether an individual has problems with limbs, with chest or breathing, with
heart or blood pressure, with stomach or digestion, with diabetes, with migraines, and
with anxiety or depression. The composite measure is derived using rescaled predic-
tions of the linear index from an ordered logit model of subjective health satisfaction,
and is similar to the approach taken in Decancq et al. (2014a) and van Doorslaer and
Jones (2003).
For the education dimension, a known problem with the indicator of highest educa-
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tion qualification, though commonly used, is that it confounds e ects of prior education
that have manifested themselves indirectly later in the life course, either through pos-
itive income e ects or negative aspiration e ects. For example, while some evidence
points to a small positive association between education and life satisfaction (Veen-
hoven, 1996; Frey and Stutzer, 2002; Oswald and Powdthavee, 2007), contradictory
findings in other studies have been suggested to be the result of raised aspirations
that are unfulfilled or by the higher educated taking on more high-stress occupations
(Stutzer, 2004; Ferrante, 2007; Sebates and Hammond, 2008). As mentioned in Sec-
tion 1.4.1, the empirical evidence on education and life satisfaction is therefore quite
mixed. In addition, since there is little variation in education level over the years,
the education variable of highest education qualification provides limited information
under the individual fixed e ects model used in the following analysis. Therefore, for
the education dimension an alternative variable is exploited for the SWB regression –
the dummy variable indicating whether an individual has obtained a new qualification
in the last year. Since this variable narrows the time frame under consideration to one
year earlier as opposed to over the entire life course so far, the indirect life course e ects
through income and aspirations are removed. The estimated education dummy coe -
cients for each preference are then used to derive the education measure, by assigning
the coe cient value to each additional qualification level an individual has attained
and summing these values.
In relation to the definition of x in Section 2.3, we therefore treat all three indic-
ators as continuous variables, though it should be acknowledged that the treatment of
education is not as satisfactory as for the other dimensions due to the small number
of education levels. To aid interpretation, analysis is conducted using normalised vari-
ables so that results that follow are interpretable with respect to a normalised [0, 1]
unit scale consistent with the Normalisation axiom.
2.4.2 A life satisfaction approach to estimating preferences
The proposed index of well-being requires that an ordinal representation of indi erence
curves is first estimated, in order to derive the individual indexes. This involves assum-
ing that for each individual there is a stable mapping from dimension attainments to
the latent variable that determines reported life satisfaction, and that this applies in all
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years of the survey.3 This implies that an individual’s rank according to her individual
well-being index will correspond to her rank according to life satisfaction, and therefore
the q-th quantile of the distribution of individual well-being will correspond to the q-th
quantile of the distribution of life satisfaction (van Doorslaer and Jones, 2003).
More concretely let the following model be defined for life satisfaction, Sit, which is
the outcome of attainment in dimensions of well-being and individual characteristics.
This is
Sit = –i + —ÕXit + ”ÕZit + uit (2.3)
Sit is the self-reported life satisfaction of individual i in year t. Xit is the vector of
attainment in the ¸ well-being dimensions of interest, in this case income, health and
education. Zit contains observed socio-demographic variables such as age, employment
and marital status. These components of the model comprise a standard life satisfaction
regression.
The empirical strategy further exploits the panel nature of the data to estimate an
ordered logistic model of life satisfaction with individual fixed e ects and individual-
specific thresholds. This “fixed e ect ordered logit” was developed in Ferrer-i Carbonell
and Frijters (2004) and is further discussed in Frijters et al. (2006) and Jones and
Schurer (2011). In practice, the model is estimated as a modification of the Chamberlain
(1980) binary conditional fixed-e ects logit model, with the modification allowing for an
individual-specific rather than common life satisfaction threshold for each individual.
This results in a much smaller loss of information compared to the original Chamberlain
model since all individuals with any variation in satisfaction over time can be included,
not just those with variation crossing over a fixed threshold. The resulting model results
in a loss of only 8% of the observations.4 A Hausman test confirms that fixed e ects
rather than random e ects are appropriate, in line with a finding in the SWB literature
that most panel studies examining determinants of life satisfaction have rejected the
random e ects assumption i.e., the unobservable individual e ects have been found in
fact to be correlated with the explanatory variables (Frijters et al., 2006).
3Chapter 1 examines the invariance of this mapping in a simplified framework. Note that although
it must remain stable within individuals, such a mapping will be allowed to vary from one individual
to the next as explained in the following.
4Many thanks to Ada Ferrer-i-Carbonell for sharing Stata code for the simplified implementation of
this model.
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Súit = –i + “t + (— +  Dit)Õ (Xit) + ”ÕZit + uit (2.4)
The full model is given by (2.4), which further expands (2.3) to allow estimation of
heterogeneous preferences. Súit is the latent life satisfaction variable such that reported
life satisfaction Sit = q for q = 1, 2, ..., 7 if Súit falls between thresholds ÷q≠1 and ÷q, where
the ÷q are individual-specific. –i and “t capture unobserved individual and time fixed
e ects respectively, such as personality traits or aggregate shocks to the population.
Dit is a vector of dummy variables to allow the estimation of heterogeneity in di erent
partitions of the population. In theory one could conceive of using ever finer partitions
to the extent of estimating heterogeneity at the individual level, however given the
current data this is not possible. Furthermore it is arguably more useful from a policy
perspective to learn about group-level rather than individual-level preferences, since
policy-making can usually only be targeted at particular population sub-groups as
identified by some socio-demographic characteristic.   is a function to be estimated,
capturing the degree of elasticity of substitution between dimensions.
In order to pin down a suitable  , a generalised additive model (GAM) of (2.4) is
first fitted using spline functions for the dimension variables. This allows for capturing
flexible functional forms, using plots of the resulting relationships to give an initial idea
of function curvatures. Note that splines cannot be fitted to the education indicator
since it is a dummy variable, and must enter the model linearly. In a second step, the
fit of this non-parametric model is compared to a fully parametric model for which an
optimal power transformation is found, with the restricting assumption that there is a
common transformation parameter for each dimension. Such a parametric specification
allows the closest CES representation of the ordinal preferences to be determined,
helping to pin down the more tractable index specification proposed in Section 2.3.
The third step is then to search for the best-fitting parametric specification allowing
the transformation parameter for each dimension to vary independently. This is done
by searching over a fine m-dimensional grid of values. In this case m = 2 for the two
continuous dimensions, income and health. By comparing the results of the latter two
approaches, a picture can be obtained of how restrictive an assumption it is to impose
CES preferences as opposed to allowing a more flexible and data-driven estimation of
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preference elasticities.
2.4.3 Results and comparison with other measurement approaches
The analysis for the first step in this three-step approach, the GAM estimation, is as
follows. The GAM spline plots, given in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, suggest that non-linear
transformations are appropriate for both the income and composite health indicators.
These spline plots allow smooth piecewise polynomial curves, or splines, to be fitted to
the chosen well-being variables as opposed to confining to only linear functions as in
standard linear models. Cubic splines are used, ensuring smooth joining at the knots
where the curves join. It can be seen from Figures 2.3 and 2.4 that the health spline
exhibits a more obvious non-linear relationship with life satisfaction compared to the
income spline, though it cannot be judged simply by looking at the plots whether this
is significant enough to warrant di erent transformation parameters for each variable.
This is further examined in the second and third steps.
Figure 2.3: Spline function for the income variable
The second step is to compare the fit of this non-parametric model with fully para-
metric estimations imposing a common transformation parameter for each of the con-
tinuous dimensions. Model fit is compared using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC),
with lower AIC values indicating better fit. In the range [≠2, 2] of Box-Cox power trans-
formation parameters tested, a common parameter of 0.2 gives the best-fitting model
as shown in Table 2.1. The fit of this model is compared to those under integer-value
parameters of 0 and 1 in turn, to identify the closest naturally interpretable approxim-
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Figure 2.4: Spline function for the health variable
Transformation
parameter
Observations Degrees of freedom AIC
Cubic spline 117358 31 104073.8
1 117358 29 104088.4
0.2 117358 29 104002.4
0 117358 29 104020.7
Table 2.1: Model fit for di erent curvatures of the well-being dimensions
ation to the 0.2 optimum value. A value of 0 reduces to a logarithmic transformation
whereas a value of 1 equates to a linear relationship. The AIC values reveal that 0
provides a much closer approximation, which additionally gives a very palatable and
tractable interpretation as the natural log transformation or equivalently Cobb-Douglas
preferences or a weighted geometric mean of these two dimensions.
The third step is to see how restrictive this common-parameter assumption is in
contrast to dropping the restriction and allowing for more flexible representation of the
data. To do this a two-dimensional grid search is performed over 0.2 increments in
the range [≠2, 2] for each dimension. The log-likelihood function is shown in Figure
2.5. Interestingly the likelihood-maximising values are again 0.2 simultaneously for
both dimensions even without imposing the CES restriction, matching those obtained
in the previous step. It may be concluded therefore that in this case the more tract-
able CES assumption has not imposed any restrictions on the model compared to the
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flexible GAM estimation. As discussed in the previous paragraph, given the closest
integer approximation of 0 with its tractable logarithmic interpretation, in what fol-
lows this integer approximation will be used for the substitution elasticities of both the
continuous dimensions, health and income.














Figure 2.5: Log likelihood for two-dimensional grid search of transformation
parameters
Following the preferred specification (2.4), the estimation results first without pref-
erence heterogeneity  DÕitXit are presented in the first column of Table 2.2 as a com-
parative “representative agent” approach. The second column reports the results when
 DÕitXit interactions that gave significant e ects were included in the regression. The
pseudo R2 values for both models are small, but in line with other fixed-e ects studies
of SWB (Graham et al., 2004, for example). With the exception of the age variables,5
the socio-economic control variables were originally coded as categorical variables with
each ranging from four to ten categories. For clarity of exposition, it was found that
these variables could be reduced to two-category dummy variables without much loss
of interpretation or change in magnitude of the dimension variable coe cients. It is
the results using the simplified variables that are presented in Table 2.2.6
The e ects of the socio-demographic variables are all as would be expected of a
typical satisfaction regression. In the dimension variable coe cients, of note is the
e ect of education once interactions are added – the previously insignificant e ect
of education on satisfaction under the homogeneous preference model becomes very
5The age2 variable is continuous and the age categories variable contains 5 categories.




























Age categories yes yes
Social status class yes yes
Individual fixed e ects yes yes
Year yes yes
N 117,353 116,267
Pseudo R2 0.0195 0.0196
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Table 2.2: Satisfaction regression (standard errors in parentheses)
significant for young people under the heterogeneous model. This satisfaction e ect
for young people is lost when di erences in preferences are not accounted for, and
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is in part due to the greater incidence of young people obtaining new qualifications
compared to older people, but also highlights the underlying importance that young
people place on educational qualifications. By way of a caveat, it may be that the
increased life satisfaction of young people upon obtaining a qualification could be in part
a result of having a positive collegiate experience rather than a fundamental result of the
education itself. The imperfect nature of estimating such preferences must therefore be
acknowledged in proceeding with the analysis, which is a general caveat and applicable
especially to the well-being e ects of education which are di cult to measure.
Inspecting the other interaction coe cients it can be seen that the young care less
about income, and the higher educated care more about income. To test how these
results depend on the precise definition of the dummy partition, a sensitivity analysis of
the “young” dummy is carried out (unreported). The results of this sensitivity analysis
indicate that the estimated age-related preferences for income start to turn from caring
less to caring more at around 44 years, and for education these preferences turn from
caring to not caring also at around 44 years. This is around the age when adults
raising young children may also need to start caring for ageing parents – a combination
which significantly increases the financial burden of supporting a family. It is therefore
plausible that income becomes a priority at this stage, whilst the relative importance of
accumulating additional qualifications falls. Interestingly, for the interaction of age and
health, it appears that older people care less about health than younger people. This
may be less counterintuitive than at first sight. In a Taiwan panel study by Collins et al.
(2007) of 3,363 older persons, the authors find similar results suggesting that higher life
satisfaction and optimism may indicate the presence of adaptive coping mechanisms,
and that higher life satisfaction and optimism may in turn contribute to better health
practices and to better physiological functioning in the longer term. In this analysis,
the sensitivity analysis indicates that age-related preferences over health begin to turn
towards caring less after the age of 68.
Comparing this health finding with comparable analysis in Decancq et al. (2015),
they find the opposite using Russian data – there is a larger weight of health in the
preferences of the old. Far from being a problematic inconsistency, these contrasting
findings highlight the central argument for taking account of heterogeneous preferences.
The implication is that older people living in the UK are less concerned about health
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Preference type Income Health Education
Young, lower educ 0.001 0.839 0.160
Young, higher educ 0.062 0.788 0.150
Older, lower educ 0.064 0.756 0.180
Older, higher educ 0.129 0.703 0.168
Representative agent 0.060 0.869 0.071
HDI approach 1/3 1/3 1/3
Income 1 0 0
Life satisfaction - - -
Table 2.3: Preferences
relative to younger people, whereas in Russia older people are relatively more concerned
about health. Examining the underlying fundamentals of health care and ageing in
these two countries provides some insight to this result. Russia’s social programmes
and care for the elderly are plagued by meagre pensions and poor healthcare services; in
the UK on the other hand, the existence of a high quality National Health Service and
state and occupational pensions provide assurance for the health of the elderly. Russian
sociologist Gennady Tikhonov captures the general sentiment, that “The di erence
between Russia and the West is that in our country old age is considered to be a
time of loss and reminiscence, whereas in the West it’s a time for new possibilities”
(RT News, 2011). This seems to resonate with the observation of Deaton (2008) that
whereas in the United States and Britain, health satisfaction actually improves with
age after 50, in the the former Soviet Union health satisfaction falls very rapidly in the
elderly. This is a di erence that this preference-sensitive approach is able to capture.
Table 2.3 shows coe cients after a simple linear rescaling to give a clearer idea of the
relative importance of each dimension. The coe cients in the table sum horizontally to
one, however this rescaling can be chosen arbitrarily since the index treats preferences
as ordinal and therefore only the relative weights are required. For all preference types
income receives the lowest weight, though with some variation across groups. This
result is consistent with the assertion of Deaton (2008, p. 54) that “many studies
comparing people within countries have found only a small e ect of income on life
satisfaction relative to other life circumstances”, citing as examples Helliwell (2003)
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and Blanchflower and Oswald (2004).
Health, on the other hand, receives a very high weight. Again this squares with
similar findings in the literature on health and SWB, for example those of Campbell
et al. (1976) that health was rated by subjects in the US as the most important factor on
happiness. Interestingly however, other studies on the statistical association between
objective health and SWB have tended to find that the relationship is a relatively weak
one (Brief et al., 1993).
Calculating the marginal rate of substitution between income and health under
representative agent preferences using the weights in Table 2.3, an individual with
mean attainment in income and health would be willing to give up £2,130 in equivalised
household income to improve her health attainment by 1 point on the health scale. This
improvement roughly equates to eliminating an average of one problem from the BHPS
list of health problems: limbs, chest or breathing, heart or blood pressure, stomach
or digestion, diabetes, migraines, or anxiety or depression. For comparison, in their
critical study of willingness-to-pay as a measure of health state preferences, O’Brien and
Viramontes (1994, Table 3) find a willingness-to-pay of C$165 per month, or C$1,980
per year, for a therapy o ering healthy lung functioning for individuals with household
income between C$20,000 and C$39,999. The review of willingness-to-pay and health-
status by Reed Johnson et al. (1997) finds estimates ranging from $1.18 per day, or
$430.70 per year, for a mild cough, to $164.99 per day, or $60,221.35 per year, for
severe angina. Clearly there is wide a range of estimates in the health literature for
a spectrum of health conditions and severities, and the estimate implied here by the
preference index application to health falls in a very reasonable position within that
range.
Note that the education coe cient for the young group is more relevant as a measure
of the estimated education e ect, since people tend to obtain educational qualifications
when young, and so the direct e ect of education is not confounded with the e ect of
income later in life which will tend to run in tandem. Again however, the caveat applies
as to whether this can be interpreted as the value of the education itself or simply a
positive collegiate experience.
Figure 2.6 illustrates two groups of indi erence curves – the older higher educated
and the younger lower educated. To illustrate the point empirically that taking ac-
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Figure 2.6: Indi erence curves
count of heterogeneous preferences is important when measuring well-being, consider
an individual situated at the attainment bundle marked by the black circle. If this
individual were an older higher educated person (with the dashed indi erence curves),
this would be a position of lower preference satisfaction than if the individual were a
younger lower educated person (with the steeper, solid indi erence curves) situated at
the same bundle. In stark contrast to conventional measures of well-being, with the
preference index it is possible that two individuals with identical attainment can have
di ering ideas about their degree of well-being.
Quintiles Quintiles of preference-
of sensitive measure
income 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.33 0.23 0.21 0.12 0.11
2 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.12
3 0.18 0.21 0.20 0.24 0.17
4 0.12 0.19 0.19 0.25 0.25
5 0.08 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.35
Table 2.4: Crosstabulation of di erent measures
To get a better idea of how the picture of well-being using the preference index
measure corresponds with a number of other popular measures of welfare, some com-
















< 60% of median
attainment (%)
19.3 22.0 12.1 12.1 3.1
Equivalised income (£) 16,536 17,269 10,903 6,507 17,480
Health (0-1 scale) 0.24 0.26 0.32 0.65 0.42
Life satisfaction (1-7) 4.72 4.76 4.71 5.09 1.62
Male (%) 36.0 36.6 35.0 37.4 40.0
Young (%) 10.0 11.0 11.2 30.7 24.4
Higher educated (%) 12.1 13.2 2.5 10.1 15.9
Urban (%) 71.4 70.7 72.2 69.3 73.6
Unemployed (%) 18.1 17.1 22.9 16.5 34.8
* Median life satisfaction was 5, so figures are for those who responded 3 or lower.
Table 2.5: Average characteristics of the least well-o  in 2008/9
quintiles of the preference index with quintiles of income as the sole well-being measure.
It is immediately obvious on inspection of the diagonal that there is limited agreement
between the two measures on the rankings of individual well-being positions. Table
2.5 expands the number of measures compared to include the homogeneous-preference
“representative agent” index (2), the United Nations’ Human Development Index (HDI)
measure (3), and the raw life satisfaction measure (5), focusing on the policy-relevant
problem of identifying the least well-o . This is defined as those individuals with < 60%
of median attainment according to each measure. Let those identified as least well-o 
according to the preference index measure be referred to as the ‘preference poor’.
In terms of dimension attainments, those identified as preference poor su er from
much worse health and somewhat lower life satisfaction than the solely income poor,
whereas income does not seem to have such a bearing on preference-sensitive well-
being since the preference poor have relatively high incomes. The preference index
measure is more in line with the other multidimensional measures (2) and (3) and also
with the raw satisfaction measure (5) though to a slightly lesser extent. Interestingly,
all measures considered paint a similar socio-demographic picture of the average least
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well-o  member of society – these tend to be older, lower educated female workers
living in urban places. This is not to say that the measures necessarily identify the
same individuals, only that the majority of individuals identified possess these similar
characteristics.
2.5 Conclusion
The main objective of this chapter was to formulate a multidimensional measure of well-
being that is generalisable to other dimensions, useful from a policy perspective, and
that reduces sacrifices in the representation of interpersonal preference heterogeneities.
The end goal was not to prescribe a definitive well-being measure, nor to make definitive
conclusions about quality of life. However, the empirical illustration did demonstrate
some of the interesting analysis possibilities that the proposed approach provides.
First, the theoretical ‘equivalence approach’ (Pazner and Schmeidler, 1978; Fleur-
baey and Maniquet, 2011) underpinning the proposed preference index was introduced,
as well as how the preference index approach di ers from other implementations of the
equivalence approach. The preference index was then axiomatically presented, draw-
ing from existing work in welfare economic theory and incorporating considerations
of interpersonal heterogeneity, fairness in evaluating di erent situations, and inequal-
ity in the distribution of well-being. An empirical illustration was then presented of
how the preference index approach could be implemented and used for types of ana-
lysis that traditional measures cannot o er. In the chosen method of operationalising
the approach, generalised additive modelling was first used to flexibly model the rela-
tionships between life satisfaction and dimensions of well-being. This non-parametric
model was then compared to a fully parametric CES model, and a parametric model
allowing di ering elasticities between dimensions. It was found that CES in fact gave
the closest parametric representation of preferences between dimensions, meaning that
the CES form of the preference index specification was not restrictive in this case. The
parameters of the resulting model pointed to a weighted geometric mean functional
form. Interaction and individual fixed e ects were further used to uncover the di ering
weights and therefore di ering preferences between heterogeneous types of individuals,
according to the equivalence approach.
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A comparison of preferences was illustrated by separating individuals and their
preferences according to age group and education level. Among other results, an in-
teresting finding was that the older group had weaker preferences for health compared
to the younger group. It was also shown how consideration of this kind of preference
heterogeneity potentially changes our understanding of well-being in society compared
with unidimensional measures such as income and SWB, and other composite meas-
ures. The preference index measure was able to reflect strong subjective preferences for
good health across all individuals compared to relatively weak preferences for income.
This was reflected in the wide disparity with income, compared to lesser disparities
with the raw life satisfaction measure of SWB and other composite measures in terms
of identification of the least well-o  in society.
It is argued that this preference index approach, based on the work of Fleurbaey
and others, is superior to its composite index predecessors because it is grounded in
economic theory rather than using aggregation procedures for which there is no con-
vincing theoretical basis. The main feature of the preference index measure illustrated
in this chapter is its ability to take account of preferences within the population over
the various dimensions of life, while at the same time not losing the more beneficial
features of a composite index such as a normalised scale and mean-family functional
form. A second feature is that it is able to take account of inequality in the distri-
bution of well-being, and overlapping deprivations in multiple dimensions among the
least well-o . The advantages of the preference index approach in these aspects are the







The study of inequality has long been concerned with the analysis of one dimension
of well-being in particular – income. Indeed income has often served, either implicitly
or explicitly, as a proxy for well-being as the objective of economic modelling and
policy-making. More recently, however, academic research has moved towards greater
recognition of the need for a more comprehensive notion of well-being beyond income.
In tandem, greater policy emphasis has recognised the multidimensional nature of well-
being as vital to advancing our understanding of how to study and shape “better policies
for better lives”.1 In order to make practical use of this multidimensional concept of
inequality, it must therefore first be measured. To this end, large strides have been
made in recent decades, especially in the formalisation of procedures in constructing
synthetic indices of multidimensional inequality. Whilst di erent measures have evolved
from a focus on di ering aspects of inequality measurement – for example by requiring
that a measure satisfies certain mathematical and ethical properties – all have the
similarity that they require every individual in the analysis to be identical in terms
1Quoted here is the motto of the OECD, which recently launched its own extensive research initiative
with the aim of establishing more inclusive measures of well-being and progress.
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of preferences between dimensions of life. This is not the case in practice however.
Individuals have di erent priorities depending on their particular circumstances and
characteristics. The contribution of this chapter in combination with the previous
chapters lies in demonstrating (i) how multidimensional measures can be modified to
relax this restriction on the treatment of preferences, (ii) the implications of doing so,
and (iii) how such a proposed measure (the ‘preference index’ measure) can be used to
develop a much richer picture of well-being and inequality.
When the object of inequality lies along a single dimension, there are no preferences
as such to take account of, other than the fact that more is usually preferred to less.
Moving to a multidimensional concept, however, requires the degree of commensurabil-
ity of di erent dimensions of life to be considered, and the fact that this may vary from
person to person. Chapter 2 makes a contribution to this end by explicitly character-
ising the aggregation rules of dimensions from an axiomatic point of view with the help
of an equivalence approach framework (Pazner and Schmeidler, 1978; Decancq et al.,
2015), and presenting an empirical strategy for how to measure heterogeneous prefer-
ence parameters in a composite index of well-being. Most importantly, it is reasoned
that this framework allows consistent comparisons to be made across individuals when
well-being preferences di er, taking into account personal cognitive and circumstantial
di erences. Whereas Chapter 2 focused on multidimensional well-being at the level
of the individual, the purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that the proposed
individual-level measures can be used in the analysis of multidimensional inequality
and well-being at the social level to overcome conventional limitations of multidimen-
sional indices with respect to subjective di erences in preferences. It is shown that
by borrowing tools from the literatures of income inequality and coalition game the-
ory, it is possible to disentangle the contributions of di ering preferences, dimension
attainments, and interactions between dimensions towards overall inequality. Changes
in these contributions can be monitored over time, providing a valuable insight into
underlying trends behind the evolution of preference-sensitive well-being.
The tools in this chapter are not new, however they have never before been refash-
ioned in the way proposed here for the decomposition of multidimensional inequality.
In particular, the application of the Shapley (1953) value to decomposing multidimen-
sional inequality with heterogeneous preferences is a new contribution. The shift from
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one dimension to multidimensional inequality brings complications that usually neces-
sitate restrictions on the choice of analytical tools available for empirical analysis. This
chapter ties together existing literatures, in order to both theoretically and empiric-
ally address the problem of accounting for preferences in multidimensional well-being
analysis.
The rest of the chapter is laid out as follows: Section 3.2 presents the standard
multidimensional framework, how the proposed preference index framework relates to
this, and the specifics of this approach in theory; Section 3.3 explains how the preference
index measure can overcome the conventional preference restrictions required by classic
inequality decompositions by subgroup and factor source; Section 3.4 illustrates the
measurement and decomposition approach from Sections 3.2 and 3.3 empirically using
individual-level data for the UK; and Section 3.5 concludes.
3.2 Approaches to multidimensional inequality
A standard multidimensional framework is first introduced, around which the rest of
the analysis can be based.
Consider a population denoted by the non-empty and finite set N µ N++ of indi-
viduals, and let N denote the set of non-empty finite sub-sets of N++. Each individual
i œ N considers m dimensions of life that matter for her well-being. In the empirical
illustration, the examples of health, education and income are used, but in general one
may arrive at such a list of dimensions by various deliberation methods.2 Attainment
in dimension k by individual i is a positive real number xik, and the personal attain-
ment bundle of individual i is an m-dimensional vector xi· = (xi1, xi2, ..., xim). Let n
denote the size of the set N . The distribution of attainments can then be represented
as an n◊m distribution matrix L with attainment bundle xi· at the i-th row. The k-th
column is then the n-dimensional vector x·k of all individual attainments in dimension
k. In future, the dot subscripts “·” are dropped for notational convenience. The set of
all distribution matrices is D.
A simple way to examine the multidimensionality of well-being and inequality is
to consider the evolution of each dimension one at a time. Examples of this approach
2Note that in contrast to any type of money metric well-being measure, there is no a priori require-
ment that income must be part of the well-being concept (although most people would probably agree
that it is), and as a result this framework is a truly generalisable one.
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can be found in Atkinson et al. (2002) and World Bank (2005), among others. With
reference to the framework above, this would equate to examining the column vectors
of matrix L and analysing the distribution of the elements xk column by column. This
approach does indeed provide a more multi-faceted picture of well-being than is possible
with a sole focus on income distribution. However, it is clear that observing the dimen-
sions as separate columns o ers no regard for the interrelationship between columns
and indeed across rows. In substantive terms, these translate into a neglect of inter-
relationships between dimensions and interpersonal comparability of well-being across
individuals respectively. For example, compare two societies; one in which deprivations
tend to cumulate across dimensions for certain members of society whilst advantage
tends to cumulate for others, and another in which the same degree of deprivation and
advantage in society as a whole is spread across di erent people over the multiple di-
mensions. The ability to di erentiate these contrasting interrelationships would seem
very important for a multidimensional approach to inequality, and something that the
dimension-by-dimension approach fails to deliver.
An approach that does have the capacity to account for cumulative deprivation and
advantage is the use of inequality indices, which having first been introduced in the uni-
variate context of income inequality, now have multidimensional extensions (Maasoumi,
1986; Bourguignon, 1999; Tsui, 1999). The discussion here will focus on multidimen-
sional indices based on the normative approach to inequality measurement, that is,
indices derived from an explicit social evaluation (or social evaluation function as a
representation thereof) of the possible distribution matrices in D. 3 It has become
standard that such multidimensional indices should satisfy a number of basic proper-
ties, following from generalisations of such considerations in the unidimensional case
derived on ethically, intuitively and mathematically attractive grounds. One set of such
properties is concerned with exactly the distributional interrelationships discussed in
the previous paragraph. There will be a discussion later of some of these properties
and where the proposed preference index approach diverges from those conventionally
considered.
The social evaluation functions used to construct inequality indices in the normative
approach often have an underlying two-step aggregation procedure, with each step
3A social evaluation is defined as a binary preference relation that allows one distribution to be
ranked as “socially preferred” to another.
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consisting of a unidimensional aggregation – either across the n individuals in society
or across the m dimensions of well-being. Of the two possible ways of sequencing these
aggregations, only one gives the desired sensitivity to dimensional interrelations and
cumulative attainments (Kolm, 1977). These two aggregation steps are now examined
in more detail to better place the proposed preference index approach in relation to
existing literature.
In the aggregation sequence that o ers the desired properties, the initial step is to
aggregate across the m dimensions for each individual i resulting in a distribution of
individual-specific measures of well-being. The second step is then to aggregate these
individual well-being measures, either to obtain an overall social evaluation (function),
or to directly construct the multidimensional inequality index by applying a univariate
inequality index to the distribution of well-being measures obtained from the initial ag-
gregation. The sequencing of this procedure results in an overall measure that reflects
the cumulative e ect of dimension attainments on individual well-being. Maasoumi
(1986) was the first to propose a direct inequality index based on this particular two-
step aggregation, and it will be seen that the preference index measure proposed here
bears a resemblance to Maasoumi’s final index. While this procedure for obtaining a
multidimensional inequality index does coincide with the normative approach to in-
equality, Maasoumi’s index is derived on an information-theoretic basis rather than a
normative welfare theoretic one.4
In the alternative sequencing procedure, the order of the aggregations is reversed so
that in the initial step, aggregation is done over the n individuals for each dimension
k to arrive at m dimension-wise summary statistics. The second step then aggregates
these summary statistics across dimensions into an overall measure. It is clear that this
procedure cannot be sensitive to the interrelationships between dimensions since the
distributional information is collapsed dimension by dimension in the initial aggregation
step, independently of the distributional content of other dimensions. Despite this there
exist prominent examples of this approach, such as the UNDP Human Development
Index (UNDP, 2013), Gajdos and Weymark (2005) and Jones and Klenow (2010) to
name a few. The approach essentially consists of modelling the population as a single
“representative agent”. And herein lies another problem with this interpretation: there
4Many thanks to Koen Decancq for pointing out that Bosmans et al. (2015) provide a retrospective
justification for Maasoumi’s approach from within a normative framework.
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is no clear theoretical framework for how to aggregate dimensions at this population
level, which is necessary in the second step. As a consequence, the implied trade-o s
resulting from the second aggregation step of dimension summary statistics will either
be arbitrary, or based upon a hypothetical representative agent which, in reality, may
not in fact represent any individual in the population.
3.2.1 Respecting di ering preferences
On the previous point of theoretical bases for aggregation, the first way of sequencing
is therefore the preferred procedure here: aggregating first across the m dimensions
and then over the i individuals. By considering dimensions at the individual level in
the initial step there is a clear basis for this aggregation, since individuals go through
life having to consider trade-o s between dimensions of well-being, and therefore must
realistically evaluate their lives in these terms by having preferences between the di-
mensions. First aggregating dimensions according to individual-specific preferences and
then carrying out the aggregation over members of the population therefore gives an
“individualistic” rather than “representative agent” approach. The individualistic view
is arguably the one that provides the stronger theoretical and ethical basis for making
social evaluations using a multidimensional index . Standard inequality indices do not
follow this view of preferences, however, as they implicitly assume the same preferences
for all individuals through use of an Anonymity property. Anonymity requires symmet-
ric treatment of all individuals so that exchanging the preferences of individuals does
not a ect overall social well-being. Therefore, this type of index presents a clash with
respect of di ering preferences as a central principle in the measurement of well-being.5
The purpose of this chapter is not to convince readers that preferences should take pre-
cedence in the measurement of well-being. This is essentially an ethical position, and
normative arguments for the validity and attractiveness of incorporating heterogeneous
preferences in well-being comparisons are covered in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.6 There
purpose here is to propose tools that will hopefully be useful for the analysis and de-
composition of inequality in the multidimensional well-being space, given that variation
in preferences as well as variation in distribution are to be taken into consideration.
5As an exception, Cowell (1980) does suggest a class of “partially symmetric” additive inequality
measures, which would allow for di erent preferences between subgroups of individuals.
6Readers are referred to Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2011), Decancq et al. (2014b) and Decancq et al.
(2015).
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Recalling the standard multidimensional framework introduced earlier, the following
representation of individual preferences is added to that purely distributional frame-
work, corresponding to Chapter 2 and originally based on Fleurbaey and Maniquet
(2011). Each individual can be thought of as having personal values that guide an
individual-specific view of what makes a good life, and these views can be represen-
ted as preferences over attainment bundles x belonging to the potential attainment
set X ™ Rm+ (which is common to all individuals and represents the realm of possible
well-being attainments). Let Ri denote individual i’s complete preference ordering over
the set X. When i prefers bundle xi at least as much as bundle xÕi, this is denoted by
xiRixÕi. Strict preference is denoted by xiPixÕi and indi erence by xiIixÕi. Let R denote
the set of preferences over X that are continuous, monotonic and convex.
Now recalling the preferred individualistic aggregation procedure, individual i’s
preference ordering Ri is embedded into the first aggregation step by using ordinal in-
formation about these preferences to inform the functional form of the aggregation. By
using indi erence curve analysis from the equivalence approach (Pazner and Schmeidler,
1978; Fleurbaey and Maniquet, 2011) as a theoretical basis for representing Ri, it is
possible to construct interpersonally comparable preference-sensitive measures of well-
being „(xi, Ri) for all individuals i œ N which are then carried forward into the second
aggregation step across the individuals.7 In the standard approach without consid-
eration for preferences, it is assumed that two individuals with identical attainment
bundles x experience the same degree of well-being. However, once the aggregation is
over dimensions with possibly heterogeneous preferences, this is no longer the case and
the „(·) functions capture ordinal information about these preferences Ri.8
An index of well-being is defined as a functionW : S = tNµN XN◊RN æ R+, such
that W (xN , RN ) gives the level of well-being in distribution xN when preferences in
the population are RN . Given this, the definition of well-being obtained is consistent
7To avoid repetition, the reader is referred to Chapter 2 for a theoretical and empirical explanation
of the construction of these individual-level measures.
8The function „(·) is di erent from a generic “utility function”, since a utility function refers to any
representation of ordinal preferences. The function given in Equation 3.2 in Section 3.2.2, which is a
weighted constant elasticity of substitution function, is a particular cardinalisation of preferences that
satisfies the particular axiomatic characterisation given in Chapter 2 Section 2.3. Although the proposed
individual-level measure was derived on the basis of the equivalence approach, other authors have
arrived at similar aggregation functions from alternative starting points, which seems to coincide with
and support the proposed approach. For example, Maasoumi’s index of multidimensional inequality
based on information theory begins by minimising a multivariate Generalised Entropy measure of
divergence to arrive at a CES function.
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with the preferences of individuals in the population. The corresponding index of
inequality is then I : S = tNµN XN ◊RN æ R+, such that I(xN , RN ) gives the level
of well-being inequality in distribution xN when preferences in the population are RN .
Thus, given a set N of individuals and denoting its size by n, the distribution used in
standard inequality indices refers to the n-list of attainment bundles xN = (xi)iœN œ
XN , whereas the distribution relevant to the proposed preference index approach is
the n-list of preference-sensitive well-being measures defined over those attainment
bundles „N (xN , RN ) = „(xi, Ri)iœN œ S. Given this representation of preferences via
individualistic well-being measures using the „(·) functions, this can be made explicit
by using W („(x,R)) and I(„(x,R)) to denote the index of well-being and inequality
respectively.
3.2.2 The Atkinson-Kolm-Sen approach
The key conceptual di erence has been distinguished between standard multidimen-
sional inequality indices, which evaluate purely distributional information, and the pro-
posed preference-sensitive inequality index, which takes into account the preferences of
the individuals to whom the distributions refer. The incorporation of these preferences
was possible only by taking the individualistic aggregation procedure discussed, and by
embedding preferences into the initial aggregation step using an equivalence approach
framework. Presented again now is the complete index of multidimensional well-being
introduced in Chapter 2, for which the second aggregation step is now examined in
more detail, along with its normative interpretation for the analysis of inequality and
its consideration of interrelationships between dimensions. The well-being index, which
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Equation 3.2 gives the general specification of the individual multidimensional well-
being measures following the initial aggregation step. Now since the interest is directly
in inequality rather than in making social evaluations, on arriving at the distribution
of these measures instead of defining a social evaluation function in the S space as in
Equation 3.1, the second step directly applies a unidimensional inequality index to the
distribution of individual well-being measures following the normative approach. This
normative approach to inequality attempts to find indices that are based on a set of
reasonable, ethically attractive social value judgements, in which an explicit relation-
ship is established between indices of inequality and social evaluation orderings over
distributions. Following the pioneering works of Atkinson (1970), Kolm (1969) and Sen
(1973) (AKS), normative inequality measurement in the unidimensional context focuses
on finding the fraction of total goods or income that could be discarded without chan-
ging social well-being if the remainder were redistributed equally among all individuals.
The greater is this fraction, the greater is the degree of prevailing inequality. Equival-
ently, social well-being can be thought of as comprising two parts: the average level
of well-being taken over all individuals representing the optimum potential well-being
of the society, and the loss in social well-being from this optimum due to unequal dis-
tribution of well-being across individuals. This normatively motivated and intuitively
parameterised interpretation is highly attractive for practical applications, and is the
reason why applying the univariate AKS framework to individual well-being measures
is favoured here over, for example, Tsui’s direct multidimensional AKS generalisation
with less intuitive parameterisation (Tsui, 1995)9 or generalised entropy approach to
multidimensional inequality (Tsui, 1999).
In the multidimensional context, Kolm (1977) has proposed an extension to this
unidimensional approach. A measure of multidimensional inequality is defined as the
fraction of the aggregate amount of each dimension that could be discarded if every
dimension of the distribution matrix were equalised across individuals, without chan-
ging the social well-being of the resulting distribution from the original distribution
matrix. Tsui (1995) and others have since further developed this idea,10 and there
now exists a standard set of axioms which are usually considered in the construction of
9Brandolini (2008, pp. 14-15) provides an interpretation of a reformulated version of Tsui’s (1995)
index.
10See Weymark (2006) for a survey.
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multidimensional inequality indices. Two of these are discussed in the following subsec-
tion. However, due to the sole focus of the standard approach on distribution matrices,
again this type of approach cannot provide an answer to the pursuit of a measure that
respects preferences. Maasoumi (1986) does also arrive at Equation 3.2 as a represent-
ation of individual well-being using the concept of relative entropy, arguing that this
functional form provides a distribution as close as possible to the distribution of con-
stituent attainments xik. However, Maasoumi suggests the use of principal components
to derive the weights, while acknowledging this imposes a “rather ad hoc” restriction
to linear aggregation Maasoumi (1986, p. 996). No other rationale is given for the
elasticities of substitution in such a functional form, nor for the alternative suggestion
of “any desired functional form”. This is where preferences provide the answer, and the
unidimensional AKS approach provides a natural framework into which the distribu-
tion of preference-derived individual well-being measures can be nested. Dropping the
subscript i for notational parsimony, this preference-sensitive definition of inequality
can be represented by:
W („(x,R)) = µ„(1≠ I(„(x,R)), (3.3)
or equivalently
I(„(x,R)) = 1≠ W („(x,R))
µ„
, (3.4)
where µ„ is the arithmetic mean of the individual well-being measures „(xi, Ri) taken
over all individuals i œ n. From the equation above, it is clear that specifying the
social evaluation function W (·)11 automatically pins down the inequality index I(·)
and vice versa. This relationship is illustrated graphically in Figure 3.1 for the case of
a two-person society.
Points along the dashed 45¶ line from the origin represent mean well-being distribu-
tions where each member of society attains equal multidimensional well-being according
to the proposed preference- index measure. For any given distribution such as point
11W (·) is di erentiated from a social welfare function (SWF) in that the ‘welfarist’ approach under-
pinning a SWF would only be concerned with the vector of individual well-being measures, but not
with the underlying (multivariate) distribution that generates individual well-being. Since great lengths
are taken here to account for this by explicitly modelling well-being preferences over multidimensional













Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Atkinson-Sen-Kolm Approach
A, the dotted line gives all alternative hypothetical redistributions starting from distri-
bution A, and hence its intersection B with the dashed 45¶ line gives the hypothetical
optimum µ„ where preference-sensitive well-being is equalised over individuals. The
social indi erence contour SIC gives well-being distributions that are equally as good
as distribution A given a particular degree of aversion to inequality, with monoton-
ically increasing social well-being as the contours move further away from the origin.
Point C where the SIC coincides with the 45¶ line gives the distribution which is no
better or worse than A, but in which „(xi, Ri) is attained equally by all individuals.
This is the “equally distributed equivalent” (EDE) notion in the AKS approach, and
can be interpreted as the smallest proportion of total well-being qni=1 „(xi, Ri) in the
prevailing distribution that, if distributed optimally, would leave society on an equal
ranking according to the social evaluation of W („(x,R)). The EDE provides a partic-
ular cardinalisation for making social evaluations, and the index W („(x,R)) hinges on
this EDE interpretation. I(„(x,R)) can therefore be interpreted as the proportion of
overall well-being lost to the society at distribution A due to inequality.
Note that the final well-being index inherits the cardinal properties of a relative
index from the AKS approach used in the second aggregation step, whereas the cardin-
alisation of individualistic well-being measures from the first aggregation step is only
a representation of ordinal information about preferences. Other ordinally equivalent
representations of these preferences are therefore possible.
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3.2.3 Distributional axioms
In the standard normative approach, distributional concerns are formalised by requir-
ing that the inequality measure satisfy a number of well-known axioms. Comparing
indices characterised by di ering sets of axioms allows comparison of the di ering value
judgements implicit in these indices. Attention is focused here on three such multidi-
mensional axioms, to the extent that they cannot be satisfied if a preference-sensitive
index of inequality is to be pursued. Recall, however, that the preference index does
satisfy the transfer principle, Axiom 6, proposed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.2. This
is defined in the unidimensional space of individuals’ preference-sensitive well-being,
„(xi, Ri), having obtained these measures in an initial multidimensional aggregation
step at the individual level. In contrast, the axioms below define the transfer prin-
ciple directly in the multidimensional space of population attainments in a single step.
Since these axioms bypass preferences and deal only with attainments, they are not
commensurable with a preference-sensitive approach, as will now be discussed.
• The first is the Anonymity axiom, sometimes referred to as Symmetry, which was
mentioned previously.
• The second is a pair of variants of the multidimensional Pigou-Dalton Transfer
Principle – Uniform Pigou-Dalton Majorization and Uniform Majorization.
• The third is Correlation-Increasing Majorization, which addresses correlation-
sensitivity between the dimensions.
The Anonymity axiom requires that any permutation of attainment vectors from one
individual to another should make no di erence to the social evaluation of the society,
and hence the evaluation of inequality. In the standard multidimensional approach this
axiom allows the problem of making social evaluations to be reduced to the comparison
of distribution matrices alone and disregards any di erences in individual needs or pref-
erences over the dimensions. By definition, if individual heterogeneity is acknowledged
then individuals cannot be treated as anonymous, since permuting one individual’s
attainment vector with another individual will in general change their individual well-
being, unless they have either identical preferences or identical attainments.
An inequality index I(·) satisfying Uniform Pigou-Dalton Majorization (UPD) eval-
uates inequality in a distribution matrix L as greater than inequality in distribution
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matrix LT , where T is a non-permutation matrix that performs a finite series of mul-
tidimensional Pigou-Dalton transfers. Formally, T = ⁄U + (1 ≠ ⁄)Q, 0 < ⁄ < 1,
where U is an identity matrix and Q is a permutation matrix. Then we have that
(L,LT ) œ UPD ∆ I(L) > I(LT ). Uniform Majorization (UM) is a slightly stronger
condition than UPD and replaces the matrix T in the definition of UPD with a bis-
tochastic matrix B in the definition of UM. As a result UM is stronger than UPD since
any T matrix is also a non-permutation bistochastic matrix B, but there exists some
B that cannot be expressed as the product of T matrices, that is, as the product of a
series of Pigou-Dalton transfers.
The following example, adapted from Decancq and Lugo (2009), helps to illustrate
Uniform Majorization. Consider the following matrices, which summarise the attain-

















B is a bistochastic matrix, and BL is obtained from L by a bistochastic transformation.
An inequality index satisfying Uniform Majorization evaluates distribution matrix L
as more unequal than BL.
Whereas the two Uniform Majorization axioms impose criteria for evaluations based
on the spread of the distribution of dimension attainments, Correlation Increasing
Majorization (CIM) is a criterion based on the correlation structure between dimension
distributions. CIM stipulates that for two distribution matrices K and L, if L can
be derived from K by rearranging rows and making a finite number of correlation-
increasing transfers between individuals, then distribution L is more unequal than
distribution K. That is, (K,L) œ CIM ∆ I(L) > I(K). This axiom captures the
concern for cumulative deprivation and advantage in individuals, so that given marginal
distributions of dimension attainments, the greater the correlation between dimensions
the more unequal the distribution is considered.
Once again, an example helps to illustrate. Consider the following matrices, again













Distribution matrix L is obtained from K by a correlation-increasing transfer, rearran-
ging rows between the first two individuals. Of the first two individuals in L, the first
individual has the lowest attainments in all dimensions whereas the second individual
has the highest in all dimensions. Correlation Increasing Majorization stipulates that
L is more unequal than K.
Divergence from the two Uniform Majorization axioms and Correlation-Increasing
Majorization axiom necessarily follow from divergence from Anonymity. As stated, the
asymmetry between individuals introduced by preferences means that the distribution
matrix alone no longer defines how a society is ranked. However, by definition this is
exactly what the Majorization axioms require since they are defined solely in the space
of attainments. In the theory of fair allocation, Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2011) have
proved that any approach prioritising the Pareto Principle by evaluating well-being
in terms of individual indi erence curves may conflict with a multidimensional Pigou-
Dalton Transfer Principle, on which the Majorization axioms hinge. This is because
the Pareto Principle prioritises preferences, whereas the multidimensional Pigou-Dalton
Transfer Principle judges the desirability of transfers irrespective of preferences, and as
discussed in Section 2.3.3 the two are therefore incompatible in the multidimensional
context. A full illustration and proof is provided in Theorem 2.1 of Fleurbaey and
Maniquet (2011).
The divergence from these standard axioms highlights that respect for preferences
is a fundamental rather than simply ideological di erence between the approach fol-
lowed here and the standard distribution-only approach to inequality measurement.
Practically speaking, this divergence points to deficiencies of the albeit neat standard
approach by recognising that it cannot capture distributional concerns stemming from
di ering needs and personal values.
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3.3 Decomposing preference-sensitive inequality
In the literature on inequality decomposition, two main avenues of analysis have emerged
in seeking to decompose the sources of inequality. One has been the study of subgroup
decomposition – the population’s composition of subgroups partitioned by identifiable
characteristics. Along this line, various desirable decomposition properties for indices
have been put forward aiming to capture the contribution of each subgroup to the
overall degree of inequality. The class of Generalised Entropy (GE) indices has been
characterised as the only class satisfying perfect additive subgroup decomposability,
allowing separation of the overall inequality measure into two component inequalities:
the contribution of inequalities within each subgroup and the contribution between
subgroups. The sum of these two components exactly equals overall inequality (Bour-
guignon, 1979; Cowell, 1980; Shorrocks, 1980). This intuitive decomposition property
has made the GE class a popular choice in practical applications.12 Returning to the
focus on normative indices following the AKS approach however, a recent multiplicat-
ive subgroup decomposition for the Atkinson index has been proposed by Lasso de la
Vega and Urrutia (2005), allowing an analogous decomposition into the exact product of
within- and between-group components using the complementary equality index to the
index of inequality. This multiplicative decomposition will be revisited in the following
subsection in the context of the proposed preference index approach.
The second avenue of analysis has been concerned with the decomposition of factor
sources. This has mostly been confined to the study of income inequality where incomes
can be thought of as linearly composed of m separate income sources (or factors), so
that the contribution of each factor to the overall degree of inequality can be identi-
fied. Factor source decomposition has been investigated for the GE class by Shorrocks
(1982) and for the Gini index by Lerman and Yitzhaki (1985). Other authors include
Cowell and Fiorio (2011), Shorrocks (2013) and Morduch and Sicular (2002). Maa-
soumi suggested an analogous decomposition by dimension for his multidimensional
index of inequality (1986) based on the GE factor source decomposition. However,
these methods are incompatible with the unconventional preference-sensitive approach
12Additive subgroup decompositions have also been proposed for the Gini and the Atkinson index.
However, none of these are exact and leave behind an unattractive “residual” component. Numerous
decompositions have been proposed for the Gini starting with Soltow (1960) and, prominently, Lam-
bert and Aronson (1993). For additive subgroup decomposition of the Atkinson index see Blackorby,
Donaldson, and Auersperg (1981).
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proposed here, and therefore a di erent method of decomposition is proposed. This
decomposition method uses the Shapley (1953) value, a well-known tool in cooperative
game theory, which was first proposed to compute income source contributions inde-
pendently by Chantreuil and Trannoy (2013) and Shorrocks (2013). It has not been
adapted and applied in a multidimensional setting, however. This decomposition is
dealt with in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Multiplicative decomposition by population subgroups
Let us first turn to the subgroup decomposition of preference-sensitive inequality. No-
tice from Equations 3.1 and 3.4 (Section 3.2.2) that the second aggregation step can
be interpreted as applying a unidimensional Atkinson index of inequality to the de-
rived individualistic well-being measures. As a result, subgroup decomposition of the
preference index measure can proceed as in the unidimensional case, with the unidi-
mensional distribution consisting of the n „i(xi, Ri) measures. The Atkinson index is
characterised by an alternative decomposition propoerty proposed by Lasso de la Vega
and Urrutia (2005) as “multiplicative decomposability”, versus the popular additive
decomposition property of GE indices.
Under multiplicative decomposability, the complementary equality index of the in-
dex of inequality can be separated into:
• A between-group component defined as the equality level of a hypothetical dis-
tribution, in which individual well-being is replaced by the arithmetic mean well-
being in each subgroup.
• A within-group component defined as the weighted generalised mean of subgroup
equality levels, with weights summing to one.
The product of these between-group and within-group components is exactly the overall
degree of equality, with equality defined as the complement to inequality, E(„(x,R)) =
1≠ I(„(x,R)), where I(·) is the index of inequality.
The authors show that the Atkinson class13 is the only class of inequality indices
satisfying this multiplicative decomposition property. Compared to the additive de-
composition for the GE class, this multiplicative decomposition has an analogous in-
13The authors actually define an “extended” Atkinson class. However, indices belonging to the new
tail of this extended class are not widely used.
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terpretation for the between-group and within-group components, in equality terms,
for the Atkinson class. It should be mentioned that Blackorby et al. (1981) have
proposed a di erent multiplicative decomposition of the Atkinson class, also in terms
of equality indices. However, they use subgroup-level “equally distributed equivalent”
(EDE) attainment levels to determine the between-group component of overall inequal-
ity, whereas the decomposition adopted here retains the traditional subgroup arithmetic
mean definition of between-group inequality.
As Lasso de la Vega and Urrutia (2005) explain, their multiplicative approach has
several advantages. First, the sum of the decomposition coe cients is equal to 1 so that
if the level of equality coincides in all groups, the within-group component is equal to
that level. This is consistent with the traditional definition of the within-group compon-
ent. Second, while the traditional within-group component in additive decomposition
is defined as the arithmetic mean of subgroup levels, the multiplicative decomposition
broadens this definition to the generalised mean of order –, with – < 1. If the level of
equality coincides in all groups, the arithmetic mean and other generalised means are
equivalent; however, the greater the di erence in subgroup equality levels, the more
the generalised means penalise di erences in subgroup equality levels. Third, the mul-
tiplicative decomposition allows the impact of marginal changes of a given group to
be evaluated in terms of its e ect on overall equality. This analysis is carried out in
Section 3.4.4. Additive decomposition, on the other hand, must rely on approxima-
tions for such analysis of marginal changes (Theil and Sorooshian, 1979). Finally, the
decomposition does not result in an extra, di cult-to-interpret interaction term, as has
been pointed out with previous additive decompositions proposed for both the Gini and
Atkinson class (Pyatt, 1976; Das and Parikh, 1981; Mookherjee and Shorrocks, 1982;
Cowell, 1988).
Formally, the Lasso de la Vega and Urrutia (2005) multiplicative decomposition















"$Êj ◊ E 1„(·)1,„(·)2, ...,„(·)J2 , – = 0(3.5)
where „(·)j denotes the mean well-being in subgroup j, the weights Êj are a function of
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the subgroup population shares pj and subgroup income shares sj (or in this context,









, and qJj=1 Êj = 1.
In Equation 3.5, the first right-hand-side term is the within-group equality compon-
ent and the second term is the between-group component. It is apparent from Equation
3.5 that for the case of – < 1,– ”= 0, the weights Êj depend on both pj and sj , whereas
for the case of – = 0 this reduces to Êj = pj . Since the within-subgroup component
depends in turn on these weights (Êj), if for example between-group inequality changes
(which by definition means at least one sj has changed), this will cause a change in
the within-group component through Êj for the case of – < 1,– ”= 0, even if actual
within-group inequality has not changed. This is analogous to the “path independence”
condition pointed out by Foster and Shneyerov (2000), Shorrocks (1980) and Anand
(1983) that within- and between-subgroup components of inequality are specified in-
dependently of each other in only one case of the GE class and for the variance of
logarithms. Of the Generalized Entropy class, only the case with the GE parameter
– = 0 satisfies path independent additive subgroup decomposition. Lasso de la Vega
and Urrutia (2005) show that similarly for the Atkinson class, only the case of – = 0
provides independent multiplicative decomposition components. As a result, this is the
specification used in the empirical analysis. Note that the GE class is ordinally equi-
valent to the Atkinson class. However, only the Atkinson class is derived from explicit
normative foundations with a resulting intuitive interpretation of inequality in terms
of welfare loss.
3.3.2 Shapley value decomposition by dimension contributions
In contrast to subgroup decomposition, the multidimensional inequality index I(„(x,R))
is not readily decomposable by dimensions since heterogeneity is allowed between in-
dividual well-being specifications. The index does not, therefore, satisfy the standard
Anonymity axiom, although it does satisfy the partial anonymity property proposed
in Cowell (1980). A decomposition solution exists, however, by looking to a di erent
literature.
In the field of cooperative game theory, the Shapley value is a well-known concept
in the analysis of superadditive games in which players can form coalitions to improve
their payo . A key question in cooperative game theory is then how to distribute the
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surplus achieved through cooperation. Shapley (1953) proposed dividing the coalition
payo  according to players’ individual expected marginal contributions to this payo .
For each player, such a contribution is measured as the average marginal increase in
the payo  of any coalition, resulting from the addition of this player to the coalition.
Shapley showed that this concept – now known as the Shapley value – is the only payo 
distribution mechanism satisfying certain desirable normative conditions. Translating
this concept for the decomposition of multidimensional inequality, instead of calculating
payo s for players, it is possible to use the Shapley value to calculate the contribution
of each dimension of well-being towards overall inequality. More precisely, the Shapley
value of each dimension can be interpreted as the average marginal contribution made
by that dimension to overall inequality taking all dimensions together. This concept
has notably been proposed in the context of income inequality and unidimensional
poverty analysis (Shorrocks, 2013), but this is the first application to multidimensional
inequality, and in particular to the treatment of heterogeneous preferences.
Let I(„(x,R)) denote the multidimensional inequality measure, recalling that for
each individual i œ N in the population, attainment bundle xi consists of xi =
{xi1, . . . , xim} for the m dimensions of well-being contained in the setM over which the
index is computed. Let µ1, . . . , µm denote the mean dimension attainments – these are
situations where inequality in dimension k œ M is eliminated, or “switched o ”. The
actual distributions of xk for k œ M are the situations where inequality is “switched
on” – it is usually the case that there is some degree of inequality within a population.
There are 2m ways of switching inequality in di erent combinations of dimensions on
and o . For each dimension k, from these 2m combinations pairs of combinations must
be compared which are identical except that inequality in dimension k is “on” in the
first combination and “o ” in the second. Let set S denote a given combination of di-
mensions with inequality switched “on”, with the other dimensions “o ”. Then the set
S ﬁ {k} denotes the same combination, now with additional inequality from dimension
k switched on. Therefore, comparing (hypothetical) inequality in Sﬁ{k} and inequality
in S gives one possible marginal contribution of dimension k to overall inequality. To
calculate the inequality in S, a function v(S) is defined which recomputes individual
well-being measures „(xi, Ri) given by Equation 3.2 and the inequality index given by
Equations 3.1 and 3.4, with the attainments in dimensions j /œ S set to µj .
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Given the definitions above, the Shapley value for computing the contribution of






|S|!(m≠ |S|≠ 1)! [v(S ﬁ {k})≠ v(S)] (3.6)
As an example, let dimension k be the health dimension, and m is the full number
of dimensions in the set M (in this case m = 3 for health, education and income).
First consider S as the set of remaining variables when dimension k is dropped from
set M . [v(S ﬁ {k})≠ v(S)] measures the di erence between inequality over all m di-
mensions, and inequality having eliminated health inequality from the computation.
This gives one possible marginal contribution of health inequality. However, it must
also be considered that the set S (containing the two other dimensions education and
income in this example) could have been formed in 2! di erent sequences prior to the
introduction of health. In general, the number of possible sequences is |S|!. Then,
repeating the elimination of health inequality over other possible sets of dimensions S
gives the number of all possible marginal contributions: qS™m\{k} |S|!(m ≠ |S| ≠ 1)!.
m! marginal contributions are then obtained for dimension k. Averaging these marginal
contributions by multiplying them by 1m! allows the expected marginal contribution of
health inequality to be determined. This computation can be used to find the find the
contribution of all k dimensions, providing an additive decomposition of the inequality
measure by dimension.
An important characteristic of the application of the Shapley decomposition pro-
cedure to the proposed preference-sensitive measure is that, whereas for a standard
multidimensional index v(S) = 0 for S = {ÿ}, this is no longer the case with the intro-
duction of preferences. Intuitively, if inequality is “switched o ” in all k dimensions by
replacing attainments in each dimension by the dimension mean µk (i.e. so that the
set S of dimensions with inequality switched “on” is empty), then a standard multidi-
mensional index would consider there to be no inequality remaining in the distribution.
For the preference index measure however, even if the distribution of attainments is
equalised across individuals in all dimensions, there is still inequality arising from the
heterogeneity of preferences, so that in general v(S) < 0 for S = {ÿ}. The importance
of this lies in the observation that, as well as using the Shapley value to find the con-
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tribution of dimensions to overall inequality, the v({ÿ}) component can also be used to
determine the contribution of preference heterogeneity to overall inequality.
3.4 Application to UK data
The proposed multidimensional inequality measure and decomposition tools are now
applied to data from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS). Following the em-
pirical application in Chapter 2, data is taken from the 1996-2008 waves of the BHPS
to examine three widely-investigated dimensions from the literature: health, education
and income. Details of the variables and preliminary data processing procedures used
are covered in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.1.
Recall from Equations 3.3 and 3.4 that inequality in the normative approach is
identified as the di erence in well-being given by the actual (univariate) distribution
and that given by the hypothetical optimal distribution, where all individuals receive
the mean. With that in mind, the mean trends are first considered in the separate
dimensions and in the multidimensional measure of individual well-being W , shown in
Figure 3.2. All k dimensions are normalised using the same min-max goalpost approach
described in Chapter (1) Section (1.4.1), to range between 0 and 1 as follows:
xˆitk =
xitk ≠ xkmin
xkmax ≠ xkmin (3.7)
The results from Chapter 2 Section 2.4 revealed that all empirically estimated pref-
erence types from the BHPS place significant weight on health in the multidimensional
measure; it is therefore unsurprising that the trend for W closely follows the trend
for health in Figure 3.2. Mean attainment in income and education rose from 1996-
2008 whereas mean health and mean multidimensional well-being remained largely un-
changed aside from a slight dip leading up to 2000 and a subsequent gradual recovery
afterwards.
Next the inequality trends in the separate dimensions and in W are examined. In
all following instances of empirical calculations involving inequality index I(„(x,R)),
unless otherwise noted the specification – = 0 for Equation 3.1 is used. This is due
to the “path independence” property discussed in Section 3.3.1, for which only the
specification – = 0 satisfies independent multiplicative within- and between-group de-
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Figure 3.2: Trends in mean dimensions and mean multidimensional well-being
composition. Independence of the two components allows the contributions of di erent
groups to changes in overall inequality to be calculated and interpreted unambiguously,
the analysis and results for which are presented later. Figure 3.3 shows an equalising
trend in income and education attainment over the period 1996-2008, whilst attainment
in health and multidimensional well-being become increasingly unequal.
Although the BHPS data shows a trend of falling income inequality, it has been
noted in the unidimensional UK income literature that di erences in trends arise
between di erent sources due to varying coverage of incomes at the top and bottom
of the distribution. Jenkins (2010), for example, highlights di erences in BHPS in-
come inequality trends compared to the larger and more specialised Households Below
Average Income (HBAI) survey data, and in turn Burkhauser et al. (2016) compare
di erences between the HBAI data and tax return data from the Survey of Personal
Incomes. The trends presented here are not, therefore, a definitive indication of the
wider UK context beyond the BHPS.
3.4.1 The inequality aversion parameter –
Although in theoretical terms, the distributional axioms discussed in Section 3.2.2 are
not satisfied by the proposed preference index, the relevant properties can still often
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Figure 3.3: Trends in dimension inequality and inequality in multidimensional
well-being
be observed in practice. It can be shown that this multidimensional measure is indeed
sensitive to correlation-increasing and correlation-decreasing rearrangements, using a
dominance criterion proposed by Lasso de la Vega and Urrutia (2008) for ordering
distributions in terms of inequality. This dominance criterion will be explained and
illustrated using the BHPS data, however a brief discussion of inequality aversion is
first warranted.
The degree of inequality aversion built into the preference index is captured by the
– parameter in the second aggregation step given by Equation 3.1, when the distribu-
tion of individualistic well-being measures is subsumed into the overall social evaluation
function or inequality index. Although the inequality aversion parameter – = 0 was
chosen in this instance for its desirable decomposition properties, in general since dif-
ferent indices of inequality vary in the way they treat inequality in di erent parts of
the distribution, it is possible that they may contradict one another in their social
evaluations of pairs of distributions. The canonical method of establishing agreement
between all indices in the class of relative, transfer-sensitive inequality indices is to
check that the Lorenz curves of the distributions do not intersect. If this is the case,
then one distribution can be ranked as unambiguously more unequal, and is said to be
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Lorenz-dominated by the other. Lasso de la Vega and Urrutia (2008) have also shown
that, for the subset of aggregative inequality indices, in some cases where Lorenz curves
do intersect and therefore cannot be used to rank the distributions, agreement on their
ranking may still be reached by comparing an alternative curve. This is the curve of
the inequality level drawn as a function of the inequality aversion parameter –, and an
analogous dominance criterion using this curve can be used to help ascertain whether
the social ranking of distributions changes with –. The following analysis gives the
results of this approach.




Education 0.2188 0.3400 1.0000
Table 3.1: Correlations between well-being dimensions
Figure 3.4 shows inequality measured by I(„(x,R)) as a function of the inequality
aversion parameter – in the first and the last year of the data. Inequality in 2008
is everywhere greater than inequality in 1996 irrespective of the level of inequality
aversion. Now, for the year 2006, a hypothetical correlation-increasing redistribution is
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Figure 3.5: Inequality aversion dominance curves following alternate correlation
rearrangements
carried out so that high attainment is cumulative across dimensions at one end of the
distribution, and similarly across the spectrum of attainments so that low attainment
is also cumulative across dimensions. In contrast, for the year 2008, a hypothetical
correlation-decreasing redistribution is carried out so that the higher an individual’s
attainment in one dimension the lower the attainment in another dimension. The
original correlation structure from the data is given in Table 3.1. The correlation
rearrangements are implemented with respect to the health and income dimensions,
so that health-income correlation is 1 after the correlation-increasing rearrangement
and ≠1 after the correlation-decreasing rearrangement.14 The resultant re-ranking
of inequality in 2006 and 2008 in Figure 3.5 reflects the sensitivity of the I(„(x,R))
measure to greater multidimensional inequality as a result of the correlation-increasing
rearrangement in 2006, in contrast to the greater multidimensional equality in 2008.
Recalling the discussion of distributional axioms in Section 3.2.3, this is exactly the
essence of the Correlation Increasing Majorization axiom.
These correlation rearrangements can also be used to illustrate the previous the-
oretical argument made for the insu ciency of a dimension-by-dimension approach.
14In fact the correlations will be slightly di erent from 1 and ≠1 since the rearrangements are
implemented by year, whereas for brevity Table 3.1 presents the correlations over the pooled dataset.
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Figure 3.6 repeats the multidimensional inequality trends presented in Figure 3.3 after
correlation rearrangements of perfectly positively correlated attainments in the health
and income dimensions (line with asterisk markers), and perfectly negatively correlated
dimension attainments (line with no markers), as well as the separate dimension-wise
inequality trends. Observe that the separate dimension trends fail to reflect either of
the new correlation structures between the dimensions of well-being – something that
the multidimensional measure W does pick up. Since the separate dimension inequal-
ities remain impervious to these di ering interrelationships, they provide no insight to
such multidimensional inequalities. Considering that redistributive or spending policy
changes and socio-economic shocks have the potential to change these correlation struc-
tures, and thus alter the trajectory of experienced multidimensional inequality within
the wide bounds of these alternative distribution scenarios, sensitivity to such changes
is an important feature of multidimensional inequality indices such as the one proposed.
3.4.2 Dimension contributions to multidimensional inequality
The correlation rearrangements show that dimension-by-dimension analysis is com-
pletely insensitive to di erences in cumulative attainments across dimensions, whereas
sensitivity to these di erences is an important aspect of the multidimensional approach.
It is evident, therefore, that these two approaches to analysing inequality in multiple
dimensions are very di erent. Bearing this in mind the Shapley decomposition of the
separate dimension contributions is now presented, which does take into account the
interrelationships between dimensions, and also the role of preferences, when separ-
ating out their contributions to multidimensional inequality. Using Equation 3.6 to
compute the dimension-wise inequality contributions, Figure 3.7 can be plotted, which
shows the proportional contributions of health, education, income and preferences to
multidimensional inequality.
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Figure 3.6: Inequality trends following correlation-decreasing and -increasing
rearrangements
Figure 3.7: Dimension contributions to multidimensional well-being inequality when
preference heterogeneity is considered
The proportional contributions are the rescaled contributions summing to one for
ease of interpretation. Health is by far the largest contributor to well-being inequal-
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ity, with its proportional contribution increasing throughout the period. Prominently,
when heterogeneous preferences are taken into account as they are in Figure 3.7, the
contribution of di ering preferences to multidimensional inequality is comparable in
magnitude to the contribution of income. This is a considerable finding, and somewhat
undermines the emphasis in applied literature on income inequality whilst highlight-
ing the significance of respecting heterogeneous preferences, often assumed away as an
analysis inconvenience in favour of the simplifying assumption of identical preferences.
Figure 3.8: Dimension contributions to multidimensional well-being inequality when
preferences are homogeneous
In contrast, Figure 3.8 repeats the Shapley decomposition when the empirically es-
timated heterogeneous preferences are removed altogether, and instead recomputes the
contributions giving equal weight to all three dimensions. From Figure 3.8, preferences
have been suppressed and of course are given zero contribution to multidimensional
inequality. The same increase over time in the contribution of health can be seen as in
Figure 3.7. However, income now appears as the largest contributor with a broadly un-
changed contribution over time, and education by the end of the period is the smallest
contributor. The stark di erence in the contributions of income and health to inequality
in the two approaches – with and without considering the derived preference weights –
is an important finding. It strongly illustrates how the traditional emphasis on income
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inequality seems justified when the importance of other dimensions on well-being are
not duly recognised, and yet when preferences are considered it becomes obvious that
income plays a comparatively much less significant role in terms of multidimensional
inequality.
So far, the inequality analysis has dealt with heterogeneous preferences by incor-
porating them into the multidimensional measures of individual well-being themselves.
This has provided a population-level view of the role of preference heterogeneity and
its determination of dimension contributions to multidimensional inequality. Now, the
di ering experiences of individuals belonging to the di erent preference types are expli-
citly examined by conducting a decomposition of dimension contributions by subgroup,
where the subgroups are partitioned according to preference type. Note that this choice
of preference type as the partitioning criteria is due to particular interest here in fur-
ther examining preference heterogeneity, however such subgroup analysis need not be
partitioned in this way and indeed any other criteria of interest may be used.
3.4.3 Dimension contributions by subgroup
In the previous analysis, the Shapley value was used to decompose preference-sensitive
multidimensional inequality into its dimension contributions for the population as a
whole. Now the Shapley decomposition analysis is applied subgroup-by-subgroup to
examine what additional insights can be gained about di erent groups of individuals
within the population, focusing on heterogeneous preference types. The evolution of
preference-sensitive inequality by subgroup is first inspected without decomposing the
dimension contributions, as shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9 reveals that while three of the four preference groups did experience
the increasing well-being inequality observed in Figure 3.3 for the population as a
whole, the younger more educated group saw preference-sensitive well-being inequality
decline in general over that period. This can largely be attributed to the influence of
collectively high and increasingly uniform health attainment of this group compared to
other groups.
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of preference-sensitive multidimensional inequality, by subgroup
Figure 3.10: Dimension contributions for
the older lower educated
Figure 3.11: Dimension contributions for
the younger lower educated
Figure 3.12: Dimension contributions for
the older higher educated
Figure 3.13: Dimension contributions for
the younger higher educated
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Within each subgroup, preference-sensitive inequality can be further decomposed
into its dimension contributions in a similar fashion to Section 3.4.2. This information
is given in Figures 3.10-3.13, and two main findings are highlighted here. The first
is to do with di erences in the contribution from inequality in education attainment.
For both of the higher educated groups – that is, those with at least a first univer-
sity degree – education attainment plays almost no role in terms of contribution to
preference-sensitive inequality, conditional on some form of university education having
been obtained. Education inequality among the well-educated therefore has compar-
atively little bearing on preference-sensitive well-being inequality among this group,
relative to the other dimensions. In contrast, the lower educated groups have notably
higher contributions from education such that education inequality surpasses income
inequality in terms of its contribution to preference-sensitive inequality, particularly for
the older less educated group. The indication is that variation in education attainment
among those with zero to secondary school attainment is also associated with varying
fortunes in terms of well-being, which is in contrast to the experience of those with
some form of university education. The second finding is to do with di erences in the
contribution of health inequality between the younger groups and the older groups.
The two younger groups experience larger contributions to preference-sensitive well-
being from inequalities in health than do the older groups, and this is a reflection of
the higher preference for health in the younger preference groups. Both these findings
serve to highlight the insights that can be gained by the observation of heterogeneous
preferences within such analysis.
The subgroup-by-subgroup decomposition of preference-sensitive inequality by di-
mension contributions provided some idea of the di ering experiences of di erent types
of individuals. Note however that this analysis is only a partial illustration of the full
subgroup decomposition given by Equation 3.5 since it does not address the popula-
tion shares of each group. This information is required to identify the within-group
inequality, between-group inequality and to what degree each group is responsible for
the within- and between-components relative to the population as a whole. Table 3.2
contains the full multi-decomposition of within- and between-group Shapley contribu-
tions, with the within-group contribution further broken down by population-weighted
subgroup contribution according to Equation 3.5. Remember that this subgroup de-
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composition requires equality components to be used, (defined as 1≠I(„(x,R))), rather
than the opposite inequality interpretation used so far in the empirical analysis). The
Shapley equality contributions are therefore mostly negative, since the dimensions ex-
amined mostly contribute positively to multidimensional inequality.15 This full multi-
decomposition is carried out by subgroup and by dimension contributions for the 2008
wave of the BHPS, although the procedure could be repeated for other years.
Subgroup j
Pop. share Dimension k contribution „k Equality
pj Health Education Income 1 +
q
„k
Older, lower educated 0.5487 -0.1045 -0.0084 -0.0023 0.8848
Younger, lower educated 0.2198 -0.0519 -0.0016 -0.0001 0.9462
Older, higher educated 0.1653 -0.0565 0.0001 -0.0048 0.9388
Younger, higher educated 0.0663 -0.0323 -0.0001 -0.0011 0.9666
Within-group -0.0806 -0.0049 -0.0022 0.9122
Between-group -0.0078 -0.0007 -0.0002 0.9901
Overall (within◊ between) 0.9030
Table 3.2: Shapley dimension contributions to within- and between-group equality in
2008
The three columns of dimension contributions in Table 3.2 correspond to the res-
caled proportional contributions for 2008 in Figures 3.10-3.13 for the di erent preference
types. Inspecting the rest of Table 3.2, it becomes apparent that the preference groups
di er widely in population share, with the older less educated group representing over
half of the overall population. It is therefore the case that the experience of this sub-
group has a large influence on the resulting measures of within-group, between-group
and overall preference-sensitive multidimensional equality (and thus inequality). It is
also observed that within-group equality is lower than between-group equality and that
this is due to greater reductions to the within-component than the between-component
from all dimension contributions. Recalling that the subgroups in this analysis are par-
titioned by preference type, the interpretation here is that well-being inequality between
individuals belonging to di erent preference types is outweighed by well-being inequal-
15However, note that Shapley inequality contributions can be negative if the dimension in question
contributes to a decrease in multidimensional inequality. See Chantreuil and Trannoy (2013).
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ity resulting from the unequal distribution of dimension attainments within preference
types. Comparing this to other studies, greater within-group than between-group in-
equality is not an uncommon finding in the empirical literature on income inequality –
Cowell and Fiorio (2011) have found, using Generalised Entropy measures, that most
of the income inequality in the United States and Finland in the 1980s and 2004 was
due to the within component of inequality when partitioned by education level; and
income inequality within cohorts has been found to generally be greater than inequality
between cohorts (Easterlin et al., 1993; O’Rand and Henretta, 1999). Similar empirical
examples in a multidimensional context are, however, di cult to find.
3.4.4 Accounting for inequality changes over time by demographic vs.
distributional factors
Finally, the multiplicative decomposability property for – = 0 is applied to examine how
changes in preference-sensitive inequality from the beginning to the end of the analysis
period have been shaped by changes inside the within- and between-group components.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, such an analysis is possible since the multiplicative
decomposition allows the impact of marginal changes of a given group to be evaluated
in terms of its e ect on overall equality. Following a line of research popularised by
Shorrocks and Mookherjee (1982), the analysis comprises of (a) changes in population
shares (demographic factors), and (b) changes in inequality components themselves (the
distributional factor). In the context of preference types as the population subgroup
partitions, the demographic factor becomes particularly interesting in that it reflects
changes in the preference structure within the population over time. In the static
context of the multi-decomposition considered in Section 3.4.3, the role of population
shares in determining overall preference-sensitive inequality was clear. However, in
a dynamic context it is less clear what the role of changing population shares, and
therefore a changing preference structure, are in altering preference-sensitive well-being
inequality. Following Shorrocks and Mookherjee (1982), this question is addressed by
means of a shift-share analysis using the specification given in Equation 3.8, adapted
from Goerlich-Gisbert et al. (2009).
Referring back to Equation 3.5 for the case of – = 0, let us first simplify the notation
by letting E0 („) denote the preference-sensitive equality index E („ (x,R)), EW0 („)
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denote the within-group equality component rJj=1 #E !„(x,R)j"$Êj , and EB0 („) de-




for – = 0. Then,
transforming the multiplicative decomposition to be additive in logs, and recalling that
for – = 0 the weights Êj simply reduce to the subgroup population shares so that
Êj = pj , the changes — in the overall equality index can be decomposed by shift-share
analysis in the following way:











































+   logEB0 („)¸ ˚˙ ˝
between-subgroup equality
(3.8)
In the last line of Equation 3.8, the subscript t denotes a point in time, the first right-
hand-side term captures the contribution to within-subgroup equality due to changing
population shares (preference structure), the second term captures the contribution
to within-subgroup equality due to changing well-being equality levels (distributional
factor), and the last term captures changes in between-subgroup well-being equality.
For convenience, the columns of Table 3.3 present the empirical values necessary to
calculate the changes in the components of equality according to the decomposition in
Equation 3.8. Subgroup j gives the preference types. Period t is the last year of the
analysis period, 2008, and period t ≠ 1 is the initial year, 1996. E0 („)t is the overall





is the equality level in subgroup j in period t. „(·)jt is the mean well-being in subgroup j
in period t, and is necessary to calculate the change in the between-subgroup component
EB0 („). It can also be verified that for each period t and t ≠ 1, the within-subgroup
and between-subgroup components calculated using the values in Table 3.3 according
to Equation 3.5 do indeed multiply to give the overall level of equality E0 („)t.
Table 3.4 presents the three successive decompositions of the change in equality from
1996-2008 given by the three lines of Equation 3.8: 1) the contributions of changes
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t 0.0970 0.5487 0.1152 0.5599
t≠ 1 0.0911 0.5422 0.1057 0.5373
Younger, lower educated
t 0.0970 0.2198 0.0538 0.7716
t≠ 1 0.0911 0.2923 0.0459 0.7586
Older, higher educated
t 0.0970 0.1653 0.0612 0.6474
t≠ 1 0.0911 0.1022 0.0561 0.6129
Younger, higher educated
t 0.0970 0.0663 0.0334 0.7709
t≠ 1 0.0911 0.0633 0.0407 0.7393
Table 3.3: Values for the calculation of shift-share components
in the within- and between-group components, 2) the contributions of within-group
changes by subgroup, and 3) the contributions of changes in the preference structure
and distributional factor. Using the fact that %—x ¥ 100.— log(x), the changes in log
values are presented in the table in terms of percentage changes.
The first row of Table 3.4 gives the change in overall equality from 1996-2008,
and the contribution from between-subgroup and within-subgroup equality changes.
A deterioration of -0.65% in overall preference-sensitive well-being equality is estim-
ated, with an equality-increasing contribution of 0.27% from between subgroups and
an equality-reducing contribution of -0.92% from within subgroups. Adding up the
absolute value of the changes from between and within subgroups in the first row,
as a proportion of this absolute value around 77% of the change in equality over the
period can be attributed to the contribution of within-group changes. The contribu-
tion of between-group equality on the other hand, almost 23%, reflects an equalising
trend in preference-sensitive well-being between preference groups. These proportional
contributions are given in the second row of Table 3.4.
Next, further decomposing the within-group component by looking at the disag-
gregated contributions of the di erent preference groups, the finding is that whilst
within-group inequalities in the older preference types have tended to have a equality-
reducing contribution to changes in well-being, the younger preference types have o set
this with slight within-group equalisations in well-being. This is seen from the negative
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Overall Between subgroups Within subgroups
Changes 1996-2008 -0.65% 0.27% -0.92%
Absolute changes 22.86% 77.14%
Contributions to changes in within-subgroup equality, by subgroup
Older, lower educated -0.66%
Younger, lower educated 0.16%
Older, higher educated -0.45%
Younger, higher educated 0.04%
Total -0.92%




Table 3.4: Shift-share subgroup decomposition of equality 1996-2008
percentage changes in contributions from the older subgroups and positive percentage
changes from the younger subgroups.
Finally, inspecting the contribution of the di erent factors to these within-group
equality changes, it can be seen that the deterioration in preference-sensitive within-
group well-being equality has mostly been driven by changes in the distribution of
well-being dimension attainments (the distributional factor), comprising -0.82% of the
overall -0.92% change. Having said this, changes to the preference structure through
shifts in population shares have worsened this deterioration by -0.10%, and this is a
result of a greater proportion of individuals in the older preference groups by the end
of the period compared to the beginning – a reflection of the more general long-term
trend towards population ageing in advanced economies.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter it was shown how the preference index approach, the central proposal
introduced in Chapter 2, can be used to analyse and decompose multidimensional in-
equality in a way that also considers the inequality in subjective preferences between
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individuals over dimensions of life. The underlying two-step nature of the proposed
preference index was explained, along with how it relates to and builds on existing
multidimensional frameworks, such as in terms of sensitivity to cumulative deprivations
and inequality aversion. Also discussed was why it necessarily departs from conven-
tionally held Anonymity and Majorization properties for multidimensional inequality
indices. It was illustrated that inequality decomposition analysis, which has often used
the Generalised Entropy class of measures due to its additive decomposition properties,
can also be performed using the normatively-motivated preference index. Decompos-
ition of inequality by subgroup contributions is possible through the multiplicative
decomposition proposed by Lasso de la Vega and Urrutia (2005), and decomposition
by preference-sensitive dimension-wise contributions is possible by using the Shapley
algorithm modified from Shapley (1953) and Shorrocks (2013).
The components of the proposed theoretical approach were combined in an empirical
application, and it was shown how the new tools proposed are able to provide insights
into the evolution of multidimensional inequality, taking into account dimension and
preference interrelationships that existing approaches do not o er. The contribution
of health inequality to preference-sensitive inequality was highlighted, a reflection of
the strong preference for good health across all preference types. Decomposing res-
ults by subgroup, this priority on health also contributed towards the well-educated
younger, and therefore healthier, group enjoying higher average preference-sensitive
well-being and lower preference-sensitive inequality. Education inequality among the
well-educated proved to have comparatively little impact on preference-sensitive in-
equality, in contrast to higher contributions of education inequality among the lower
educated groups, particularly the older less educated group. Another interesting find-
ing was that across the population as a whole, inequality in preferences themselves
outweighed inequality in incomes in terms of their contributions to preference-sensitive
inequality. Preference-sensitive inequality between individuals in the same preference
type was also found to outweigh that of individuals between preference types, with the
shift-share analysis showing an increase in within-preference inequality but decrease in
between-preference inequality over the period. Finally, the main driver of change in
preference-sensitive inequality has been the changing distribution of dimension attain-
ments rather than a changing preference structure in the population.
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Conclusion
This concluding chapter provides a summary of the key contributions and findings of
the preceding chapters, and the scope for future research possibilities.
Chapter 1 made two key contributions in its empirical investigation of the concept
and structure of subjective well-being (SWB). The first contribution was an examina-
tion of the existence and time-consistency of a dual SWB structure, comprised of an
‘emotional well-being’ component and a ‘life satisfaction’ component. The second con-
tribution was an investigation into the links between these two latent components of
SWB and the objective well-being dimensions of health, education and income.
If SWB is to be used to incorporate subjective preferences into a multidimensional
measure of well-being, then it is important that the chosen SWB indicator does in fact
measure the same phenomenon over time. Using factor analysis of data from the Brit-
ish Household Panel Survey (BHPS), metric longitudinal invariance of the dual SWB
structure was found, indicating that the concept was indeed being consistently inter-
preted by individuals and measured through the same quantitative changes in scores
over time. This was an important finding, supporting the later use of longitudinal SWB
regression in Chapter 2 to uncover individual and group-level preferences over objective
well-being dimensions. Structural equation modelling was then used to examine the
responsiveness of the latent ‘life satisfaction’ and ‘emotional well-being’ components of
SWB to the objective indicators. The ‘life satisfaction’ component of SWB was found
to be more responsive than the ‘emotional well-being’ component to attainments in the
objective indicators examined, again supporting Chapter 2, this time in its speceific use
of life satisfaction response data to uncover preferences. Longitudinal analysis of the
latent structure of SWB and its relationship to objective well-being indicators, as in
Chapter 1, has not been collectively studied in this way before. Since SWB is central
to the implementation of the ‘preference index approach’ proposed and illustrated in
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Chapters 2 and 3, this analysis was crucial to designing the index.
In Chapter 2, life satisfaction regressions were used to empirically implement the
multidimensional index proposal central to the thesis. This ‘preference index approach’
combined the intuitive idea of an index as a type of summary statistic with recent liter-
ature on axiomatic approaches to multidimensional well-being. It is the first proposal
and empirical application of a preference-sensitive well-being measure in the form of a
multidimensional index.
The proposed index was specified to respect the fact that individuals may have
di erent subjective preferences over dimensions of well-being, while still retaining com-
parability among the well-being of such individuals. Empirically, key findings using
the BHPS data included an interesting result that older individuals in the sample had
weaker preferences for health compared to younger individuals. It was also shown
how consideration of this kind of preference heterogeneity potentially changes our un-
derstanding of well-being in society compared with unidimensional measures such as
income and raw SWB measures, as well as other composite measures. The preference
index measure was able to reflect strong subjective preferences for good health across
all types of individuals, compared to relatively weak preferences for income. It was
argued that this somewhat undermines the emphasis in applied literature on income as
a yardstick for well-being in society.
Chapter 3 demonstrated the properties of the preference index approach in terms
of multidimensional inequality analysis, with the integration of preference heterogen-
eities. The incorporation of distributional inequality as well as preference inequality,
and the ability to quantify these in an overall multidimensional analysis framework was
highlighted as the main contribution of this chapter. It was shown, through new ways
of using existing analysis tools, that the preference index approach is able to take into
account dimension and preference interrelationships that other approaches do not o er.
The contribution of health inequality to preference-sensitive inequality was high-
lighted, a reflection of the strong preference for good health across all types of prefer-
ences analysed. This priority on health contributed towards the well-educated younger,
and therefore healthier, group enjoying higher average preference-sensitive well-being
and lower preference-sensitive inequality. Education inequality among the well-educated
proved to have comparatively little impact on preference-sensitive inequality, in con-
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trast to higher contributions of education inequality among the lower educated. An-
other interesting finding was that across the population as a whole, inequality in pref-
erences themselves outweighed inequality in incomes in terms of their contributions
to preference-sensitive inequality. Shift-share analysis showed that the patterns in
preference-sensitive inequality over time seem to have been mostly driven by the chan-
ging distribution of dimension attainments themselves, rather than a changing prefer-
ence structure in the population.
In summary, the overarching theme of these chapters has been to coherently unify
a range of well-being theories and methods of analysis from the areas of SWB, com-
posite indicators, welfare theory and multidimensional inequality. This has resulted in
the ‘preference index approach’, a proposal for multidimensional preference-sensitive
well-being and inequality measurement, which has provided exciting new insights and
analytical possibilities as illustrated in this thesis. As such, the purpose here has been
to contribute to the quest for a richer, more meaningful measure of well-being, and ulti-
mately better policy goals. Of course, this is only an incremental contribution in a field
of interdisciplinary research with huge depth and breadth. There is no doubt scope for
future improvements and expansion of the methodological particulars presented here,
especially with regards to measuring the well-being value of education, and further ex-
ploration into the other methods of estimating preferences and whether these produce
systematic di erences in results. It is not unlikely, for example, that preference elicita-
tion through stated preference surveys may produce slightly di erent findings from the
life satisfaction regression approach. These di erences would produce additional and
valuable insights into how we think about and weigh up important dimensions of life.
Although this work has primarily drawn from areas related to economics broadly
defined, there exist rich possibilities of overlapping and complementary research fur-
ther afield in social policy, psychology, philosophy, political economy and environmental
economics. For example, how can the idea of the sustainability of well-being be ex-
plicitly investigated using this approach? Such a line of investigation may require
thinking about current determinants, or “stocks”, a ecting future well-being. Even
further afield, what we can learn about aspects of our own well-being will surely be of
great interest not only to academics and policy-makers, but also to anyone interested
in the larger question of what constitutes progress in the context of a meaningful life.
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